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HELPED BUILD CLIPPER SHIP BED JACKET

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS

Story of Capt. Andrew Gray, Who Worked ’Tween Decks On the
Famous Rockland Craft—And a Word About Some Other
Famous Clipper Ships.

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In
tdvance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was entabllahed In
1846.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

QUR swift, serene ser
vice will make a hit
with you. Our whole
some, well cooked food
will leave the right im- (
pression with you. You'll
tell your friends they
should know this place.
Get acquainted with our
'

"Bill O'Fare"

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
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If fashions gives the word, every
♦ distinction of beauty, complexion or •* '
stature ceases —Goldsmith.
••• ’

Every now and thc-n there crops j
out In New England seafaring circles
a. discussion as to clipper ships, a
topic which "listens” well to anj/
Rockland group for it was a iRockland shipyard which gave birth to
an erstwhile queen of the seas—the

brightened the moment he heard the! ages. In fact his first command
tragic name, l'.td Jacket.
j was a banker, the little schooner
•‘Yes," «ahl he, "I worked on that J Marietta which he bought with the
craft—helped build the stem. That late I<*wis Brewer of Rockland,
tvas I sack In '53. Deacon Thomas was I The craft measured 93 gross tons,
the builder and the yard was up and cost the young men $1900. Mr.
where Crockett block now stands. I Brewer sold hla interest a year later.

n
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crew spent three weeks on the little
island, sheltered by a tent which was
improvised from the foresail. At
[he end of this period the men rowed
to St. John’s in a small boat, and
boarded a vessel bound for home.
Schooners J. B. Holden, Helen
Montague and Jennie Pillsbury came
next in order.
Time has never nolved the mystery
of what buppened to the Jennie Pills
bury.
off Two Bush the schooner had
run into a thick snowstorih, and got
in so dose that Capt. Gray found his
crafy ashore and full of water be
fore he could get the sails furled.
The shipwrecked men found shelter
at the lighthouse and later returned
to Rockland Next morning accom-

tlcle concerning clipper ships, re
published from The Courier-Gazette
of some years ago, will not full to
interest.

TALK OF THE TOWN
The first regular drill for 1925 of
Battery G is called for tonight.

The best passage to the westward
The Chapin Class will have a sup
made by tile Dreadnaught was in
1854. when she ran from the Rock- per Thursday In the UnlversaUsl ves
Ltght, Liverpool, to Sandy Hook in try of 6.30.
19 days. While it cannot be said
Rebekah’s public supiier and rpguthat the Dreadnaught ever made the
fastest passage of a sailing vessel 1 lar meeting is on tonight. Mentbers
between New York and Liverpool, please take pastry. Supper will be
as the records in this respect are served at 6.15.
held by the Red Jacket, Captain Asa
Eldridge, from Randy Hook to the
A meeting of the board of mana
Rock Light, in 13 days 1 hour, in gers of the Home for Aged Women is
1854, end by the Andrew Jackson, 'Called Thursday afternoon at 2 30 at
Captain John Williams, from Rock the home of Miss Lucy Farwell.
Light to Sandy Hook in 15 days, In ( Summer street.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold
' Its regular circle supper Thursday,
i Members not solicited will take cake
I or pastry.
There are two puffs to
be made In the afternoon.

AN EGG STORY

There are many fishy stories told
by the trailers of brook and stream,
but Gardner Mank of East Waldoboro
tells an egg story with the facts to
back it up. He has 130 pullets, Buff
Leghorns, which laid 2416 eggs in the
month of December. Can you beat it?
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Max Dyer, who has been employed
as bell boy at the Thorndike Hotel,
bus Joined the New England Tele
phone detachment which Is making
the inventory In this section. He is
succeeded by Max McRae,

COMING—THE EVENT OF THE SEASON
VRBBINTID BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR
6 J13SU L LA8KY

Sixteen prisoners from Aroostook
county were brought to the State
Penitentiary in
Thomaston
lust
week, making a total of 223 in that
| Institution.
Aroostook
County
I covers lots of territory, hut It Is in
the public eye Just now rather more
| than It desires to he.

Ci (paramount. Qu

Sllshy Maternity Home has a n. A"
head in the person of Mlgj Elizabeth
Hutchinson who graduated from the
Sllshy Training School New Year’s
Day. Miss Hutchinson is a native of
Stonington but for several years
past has made her home in this city.
Her record nt Silsby’s was such that
no hesitation was felt in placing her
at the head of the rapidly growing
maternity unit. During her training
she manifested a marked aptitude
and ability in obstetric cases which
fact lead to the present appointment.

HERBERT BRENON

a

production
ASBIS7ED ST ROY POMEROY

—Featuring—

BETTY BRONSON, ERNEST TORRENCE
Another Kncx County Clipper Ship—the Frederick Billings, Built At Rockport.
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Early Impressions are the Last
ing Ones. Bend the Willbw while
it is Young. Teach a Child the
way it should go. $ 1.00 will open
a Savings Account.
4', Interest allowde, Compounded
Semi-annually
BEGIN, NOW

t*

Limited United States Depository

47, INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

| old Red Jacket.
On her very first No buildings there then, mind you.
voyage she made the passage from
“I went to work there in the month
’ Sandy Hook to Rock Light, Liver cf May. and there were a hundred
pool, in 13 days and 1 hour, and with j W us before the ship was finished.
that achievement brought lasting Man -named stetson, from East Bos
fame to this port.
ton* did the plunking and ceiling;
Gone is the man who designed this Henry Ewell was boss builder on
■ famous craft; gone are the builders deck;
Benjamin Bean was the
j in whose yard she was created; blacksmith; and a chap by the name
j gone are the last traces of the yard of Bills was timekeeper.
itself. Three-quarters of a century
"The white oak frame was cut in
have elapsed, and the Rockland Virginia and the planking and ceil
waterfront of today is but a sad ing were Southern pine. The ship
commentary on the g’ory of the was painted white ’tween decks, and
Fifties, so far as shipbuilding is con- I'll be darned if it wasn’t a pretty
I cerned.
sight—looked like a big hall. There
Yet there lives today In Rockland wasn’t a horse or an ox in the yard,
one of the artisans who helped and the timber was all hauled with
fashion the famous clipper ship, ropes by the workmen.
i Ninety-four years old—no longer
"The men were paid according to
1 blessed with sight and hearing which grade, my wages being $2.25 a day.
were so keen in his active days Four of us—two Grays and tiwo
i | ashore and afloat—he sits comfort Wassons—boarded at Millie Perry’s
ably by the fireside, living over again where the Nelson B. Colqb house
', the olden days, and dtocu.sslng events now- stands.
I remeir.lber that we
with a retentiveness of memory lit- got our pay from the builders when
; tie short- of remarkable.
ever we wanted it.
The
Courier-Gazette
reporter
"Mr. Elwell had charge of laying
i found Caipt Gray the other afternoon the ways for the launching and I
comfortably < nsconced in his favorite helped.
When the Red Jacket was
, armchair at the neighborhood store launched she went clear across to
j on Broadway, the proprietor of the Point and struck the schooner
which is his son Irvin J. Gray.
Warrior, Capt. Joe Ham's vessel.
The venerable seafarer's features The collison didn't sink the Warrior,
however. After the launching the
Red Jacket was towed to New York
where her spars were put in and
where she was rigged. Course you
know all about her breaking the rec
ord on that Liverpool trip."
» ♦ * •
Capt. Andrew Gray was horn in
Sedgwick. May 24. 1830. His father
Member
moved to Brooksville when he was
Consolidated Stack Exchange
four years old and there he served
of Mew York
the apprenticeship of an exceedingly
active life, working on a farm, sailing
STOCKS and BONDS
in tlie Bangor coasting trade and
Publishers of the
working In a ship-yard. The farm
was John Wasson’s—a pretty good
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
one. l>ut after the manner of most
which is sent free lo
farms on the rock-bound coast was
hard to carry on.
Not all of his early trips were to
Bangor for lie combined fishing with
coasting, and the Grand Banks was
the destination of many of his voy-

CHIMNEYS CLEANED?

Advance Payment Department

SAVE

—in which—

is paid on advances. As installments on
shares become due, transfers are made from
this department to the regular shares and the
interest is increased to

12 Cay St. Place.

This makes a very attractive proposition
which we will gladly explain to any one who
is interested.

v/ORTU THE

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND

AND

CHARLES D.

51*2 Per Cent

407 MAIN STREET.

FUEL

AVOID

FIRES

I will thoroughly chain your chimney out from
the top, take soot from bottom, use soot remover
in stove and furnace to clean pipes, and inspect in
attic, all without dirt and at a reasonable price.
You need this service and the saving in fuel will
pay for it. Makes chimney fires impossible.

4 Per Cent Interest

BLAKE

ROCKLAND

Tel. 306-R
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hut Capt. Gray remained in com
mand about three years and then
sold her for $4000, abundantly satis
I
fied with his first investment.
Capt. Gray’s second vessel was the i
Isa^j- Cohenhertz—gone these many yeaft, 1>ot still fresh in the mind of
old seafurers along the Maine coa«t.
in this craft, the first year after the
Civil War closed, Capt. Gray had l.is
most profitable 'winter’s work, it be
gan when he loaded lime for Mobile,
from the late John Coburn of Rock
land and received $1.25 a barrel
freight. The cargo consisted of 1541
liarrels. Thirty days from the time
he loaded the craft was in Mobile
Capt Gray’s next command was

4/

C.P.D0W&CQ

WHY NOT HAVE YOUR
We have recently opened an

Opportunity Class of lhe First
Baptist church will meet Thursday
evening at fhe home of Mrs. Nellie
lKhilibrook, South Main street. Metnbers take needle, thimble and sclssors.
Mrs. James J. O'Hara will be at
the piano during the Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday showings of
"Janice Meredith" at Strand Theatre,
acting as accompanist to her hus- •
band, the talented organist.

aPARKa
J.M BARRIES PETER PAJS

Tuesday
Issue

iaSSClGAR
YOULL TCIL OTUIPT TO TOO

Capt. Andrew Gray, 94, Probably
the Only Survivor of Crew Which
Helped Build the Red Jacket.
and discharged. The vepsei was im
mediately chartered to lighter cotton
onto two English schooners which
had brought salt to that port. Capt.
Gray received 30 cents a sack for
taking the salt from the schooners
and $1 a bale for the cotton which he
placed aboard of them.
the brig Caroline Gray, built for him,
and named for his wife. He was in
this craft for two years, in the course
of which he made two voyages from
Galveston to Liverpool with cotton.
One of these two voyages was the
longest he ever made, occupying 74
days, 24 of which were spent in the
Gulf of Mexico, where he was be
calmed. In striking contrast was his
shortest trip, which was made in the
coaster -Marietta. He sailed out of
Rockland with a cargo of lime for
New York and nine days later was in
Thomaston, discharging a cargo of
corn.

A winter trip in the schooner
Carrie L. Hix, and then Capt. Gray
took command of the White & Case
schooner Trade Wind. Later this
craft was rebuilt, and when she
came forth anew it was under the
name of Bertha Glover. Next came
the schooner John S. Case, which
he sailed to ports in the West Indies,
and which was later sold down cast
to a man named Sawyer. Then the
schooners Leonessa and George Bird,
in the order named.
The latter was lost on Crab Island,
Porto Rico. The phot had anchored
the craft in the wrong place, the
anchors wouldn’t hold and she went
ashore. The vessel was light, bound
to Porta Rico for a cargo of sugar.

panied by William W. Case and a
tugboat captain, Capt. Gray went to
the scene of the wreck, but no Jennie Pillsbury was to he seen. The
owners swept for her and searched
everywhere, but the schooner had
vanished as if -by magic.
in the spring of l$Bt Capt. Gray
made a trip to Hilton Head, S. C. in
the schooner Marietta, where he sold
supplies to a sutler. Even with his
marvelous memory Capt. Gray cannot
bridge the 64 years and say what
prices he received for his wartime
sales, hut he does recall one jtem.
"They didn't have any dry cod
fish," says Capt. Gray, "hut I did, and
1 sojd every one of them for $1
apiece."
Capt. Gray was in Washington,
I). C., when Gen. Lee surrendered,
and was at Fortress Monroe when
President Lincoln Was assaslsnated.
He was getting a good start in his
Eighties when he concluded to give
up seafaring but his was a thrifty
nature and he had no notion of retir
ing from active labor. We find him
next in Cobb, Butler & Co.'s ship
yard hewing plank, laying decks or
doing any other form of ship car
pentry that the occasion called for.
And the younger men -were obliged
to watch their step in order to keep
abreast of him.
"I was never in a hurricane in my
life," Capt. Gray told a Courier-Ga
zette reporter. "Jhave been on the
edge of two or three, hut never
struck one. 1 never hud an accident
at sea, and never lost hut one man
in all my crows. That man was a
German, who was sick with fever
when we came out of San Domingo.
He stood his watch one night, and
dropped dead almost the moment he
left it. I was a tough, rugged man
who never |r.ew what it was to have
a doctor for a sickness, or a doctor
for any cause until one day I cut the
heel cord of one of my feet while
working in the shipyard.”
Capt. Gray is a life member of
Aurora Lodge, F. & A. 'M. and having
been made a Mason in 1861 is be
lieved to lie the oldest member of
that fraternity in Knox County. His
religious preference Is Universalism.
Capt. Gray has defective hearing
and can see hut little. Otherwise fate
lias been unusually kind to him for
Ids general health is excellent and he
retains possession of his faculties to
a marked degree. At the age of 94
years he has lived on the extremes
of a wonderful era—the era of the
candle and the stage-coach on the
one end and airplane and the radio
on the other. He is keen for the
news of the day, and shows the en
thusiasm of youth when he listens
in bn the radio.
Unalterably a Democrat in poli
tics he votes at every election and
stili idolizes the memory of Presi
dent Wilson, who, in his opinion is
the greatest statesman this country
has produced. “I admire him because
he did so much,” said Capt. Gray.
"Some things he overdid I will admit,
hut In spite of his mistakes I have
been a Wilson man and hope 1 shall
die a Wilson man."
Capt. Gray's wife who died four
years ago, was Caroline Grindle of
Brooksville. Three-scoro years and
eight they hud lived happily togeth
er. The surviving members of the
fnrmily are three sons—Arthur L.
and Irvin J. Gray and Lillian wife
of Albert P. Blaisdell. Capt. Gray
Is the sole survivor of his father's
family, but there is a half brother,
Stanley Gray, principal of the High
School In Haverhill, Mass.
* • • •

Getting back again to the subject
After the disaster Capt. Gray and of the Red Jacket the following ar

1860, still the uniform speed of the
Dreadnaught a many voyages en
titles her to a place among the cele
brated packet ships of the past.
The White Star Line, not to be
outdone by rivals, followed the. ex
ample of the Black Ball and In 1854
chartered the Chariot of Fame, Red
Jacket and Blue Jacket These ships,
of which the first was a medium clip
per and the other two extreme clip
pers, were built in New England.
The Chariot of Fame, was a sister
ship to the Star of Empire, 2050 tone,
built by Donald McKay in 1853, for
Enoch Train’s Boston and Liverpool
packet line. The Chariot of Fame
made a number of fast voyages be
tween England and Australia, her
best .passage being 66 days from
Liverpool to Melbourne. The Blue
Jacket was a handsome ship of 1790
tons, built by R. E. Jackson at East
Boston in 1854 and was owned by
Charles R. Green, of New York. Her
best passages were 67 days from
Igiverpool to Melbourne and home in
69 days.
The Red Jacket, the most famous
of this trio, was built- by George
Thomas at Rockland, Maine in 18531854, and was owned by Seacomb &
Taylor of Boston.
Khe registered
2006 tons; length 260 feet, breadth
44 feet, depth 26 feet; and was de
signed by Samuel A. Pook, of Bos
ton, who had designed a number of
other clipper ships, Including the
Challenger (not the English ship of
that name) the Gamecock, Surprise,
Northern Light, Ocean Chief, Fear
less, Ocean Telegraph, and Herald of
the Morning. He also designed sev
eral freighting vessels and yachts.
It was the custom at that period for
vessels to he designed in the yards
where they were constructed, and Mr.
Pook was the first naval architect
in the United States who was not
connected with a shipbuilding yard.
On her,(first voyage the Red Jacket
sailed from'New York for Liverpool
Feb. 19. 1854, commanded by Capt.
Asa Eldredge, and made the pas
sage in 13 days 1 hour from Sandy
Hook to Rock Light, Liverpool, with
the wind strong from the southeast
to west-southwest, and either rain,
snow, or hail during the entire run.
During the first seven days she aver
aged only 182 miles per 24 hours,
but during the last- six days she
made 219, 413, 374, 343, 300, and 371
miles, an average of a fraction over
353 miles per 24 hours.
Capt. Eldridge was well known in
Liverpool, having, together with his
brothers, John and Oliver, command
ed some of the finest Now York and
Liverpool packet ships of their day;
he had also commanded Commodore
Vanderbilt's steam yacht North Star
dutfng her cruise in European waters
in (1853. He was afterwards lost in
command of the steamship Pacific of
the Collins Line.
The Red Jacket attracted a great
deal of attention at Liverpool, being
an extremely handsome ship—quite ’
as goodlooking as any of the clip
pers built at New lork or Boston.
For a figurehead she carried a full- 1
length representation of the Indian i
chief for whom she was named. She
made her first voyage from Liverpool
to Melbourne in 1864 under command
(Continued on Page Eight)

Ralph U. Blackington

TAXI SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT
2 Summer St.

Tel. 473-W

Thomas S. Dennison, who lias
been coming to Rockland as a hard
ware salesman 35 years or more, was
making his last trip yesterday, for
the present at least, as his employ
ers, Bigelow & Dowse Co., of Bos
ton, insist that he have a leave of
absence on account of the condition
of his health. Mr. Dennison has al
ways been a great favorite with the't
local trade, and in connection with '
his Rockland visits it is Interesting
to note that he has sold to four gen
erations of H. H. Crie & Co.—the late
Hiram H. Crie, R. Anson Crie. Kelley
B. Crie and Donald G. Cre.
Friday evening the officers of
Winslow-'Holbrook Auxiliary were
Installed by Hast Department Presi
dent Mrs. Flora B. Ilol'llns of Auburn,
assisted by Mrs. Mary HoiakeH, aergeant at arms.
These oflieers were
in-stalled: President, Mrs. Annie F.
Snow; vice president, Mrs Ellur-a T.
Hamlin and Mrs. Nora A. Benne-.
Chaplain, Mrs. Julia Huntley; secre
tary, Mrs. Hattie McLeod; treasurer.
Mrs. Susie F. Lamb; sergeant at
arms, Mrs. Loretta Curry; historian.
Miss Pearl Borgerson; past jwesident, Mrs. Annie Alden. The presi
dent on behalf of the Auxiliary, pre 
sented the Installing officer with a
gift In appreciation of her work.
The past President, Mrs. Annie Al
den, Was presented wlh a ixist presi
dent’s badge.
Readings by Miss
Hamlin and
Mrs.
Whittemore.
Lunch was served.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to llte my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some muds at least once a week
The loaa of these tastes b a lues of happi
ness.—Charlea Darwin

SONG OF MARION S MEN
Our band la few, but true and tried.
Our leader frank and hold ;
The British soldier trembles
When Marion's name ts told.
Our fortress la the good greenwood,
Our tent the cypress tree :
'We know the forest round us
As seamen know the sea
We know its waits of thorny vines,
Its glades of reedy grass,
Its safe and silent islands
Wltliln the dark morass.
Woe to the English soldiery
That little dread its near 1
On them shall light at midnight
A strange and sudden fear:
When, making to their tents on Are.
They grasp their arms In vain.
And they who stand to faco us
Are beat to earth again :
And they who fly In terror deem
A mighty host behind,
And hear the tranip of thousands
Upon the hollow wind.
Then aweet that hour that brings releasj
From danger and from toll;
We talk the battle over,
We share the battle’s spoil.
The woodland rings with laugh and shout
As If a hunt were up.
And woodland flowers are gathered
To crown the soldier's cup.
With merry songs we mock the wind
That in the pine-top grieves.
And slumber long and sweetly
On beds of oaken leaves.

Well knows the fair and friendly moon ‘
The band that Marion leads—
The glitter of their rifles.
The scampering of their steeds
’Tls life to guide the fiery barb
Across the moonlight plain ;
Tls life to' feel the night-wind
That lifts his tossing mane.
A'moment in the British camp—
A moment—and away,
Back to tdi© pathless forest
Before the peep of day.
Grave men there are by broad Santee,
Grave men with hoary hairs:
Their hearts are all with Marion,
For Marlon are their prayers.
And lovely ladles greet our band
With kindliest welcoming.
With smiles like those of summer.
And tears like those of spring.
For them we wear these trusty anns.
And lay them down no more
Till we have driven the Briton,
Forever, from our shore
.
— WUlluu Cullen Bryant.
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MEETING

THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
,
Rockland. Jan. 6. 1925
Penonsllv appeared Franx S. Lyddle who
on oath, declares that he Is pressman In the
anice of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
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Appropriation Resolve Carrying a Total of $225,770, Is
Passed—“Fireworks” Did Not Materialize.

SPORT IS BOOMING

Coasting Has Come Into Its
Own—Something About
Hockey and Basketball.

E. B. Hastings 6 Co

The reception which this community
For several days prior to last
“I'll be after It In the morning," is according winter sports this year is
night's City Government meeting said Mr. Lawrence.
little short of remarkable in its en
there had been rumors along the
Alderman Richardson read a com- thusiasm. When Stevens’ field came
street that events of a somewhat municoitlon from Supt. Tyson of the ripe for skating literally thousands
•Brethren, if a man be overtakes* in sensational character might develop. Augusta State Hospital denouncing were patrons. With Middle street
a fault, ye which are spiritual, re Quite to the contrary the session the recent commitment to that insti hill prime for coasting yesterday, one
store such a one in the eiplrit of proved. There was not a cloud in the tution of a well known Rockland resident summarized. the condition
meekness; considering thyself, lest sky, and the expected cyclone proved woman, and severely critising the son with AU the kids in the world were
ho had placed her there.
thou also be tempted.—Galatituie 6:1. to be the mildest sort of a summer
there.” Sunday saw a great gather
zephyr. Even the annual appropria
Manager Dondis invited the mayor ing at Chickawaukie for horse trot
tion resolve failed to provoke a ripple. and aldermen to the performance of ting. skating, ice boating and fishing.
The action of Tex Rickard the The City Fathers were having a Janice Meredith" Wednesday night.
Snow shoeing next.
famous sports promoter, in refusing bashful night, so far as oratory was Mayor Snow expressed regret nt his
« • • •
to have his prize fights .broadcast by concerned, and there appeared to be inability to attend, gave the story a
Middle
street
hill was literally
nary a chip on anybody’s shoulder. ery high endorsement, and City
radio, has awakened some of the
The election of a sealer of weights Clerk Keene, who saw it in New York black with coasters Sunday afternoon,
other recreation managers to the and measures required but one bal last week, said that the scenes were and when school closed yesterday the
resulting rush for the coasting place
danger
which
confronts
them. lot, Earl U. Chaples receiving five so realistic that "you will want your
was a riot^ The surface was ideal
votes
and
E.
O.
Dow
one.
Alderman
overcoat
on
when
Washington
crosses
Cornea now William A. Brady, the
the weather mild and the result was
Chase was absent, on account of ill the Delaware."
theatrical producer, who asserts ness.
The invitation was accepted with a jolly crowd which exceeded th*
sliding parties that used the hill
that the radio is the greatest menace
C. E. Harrington, janitor of the thanks.
The monthly roll of accounts, when coasting was in such favor a
that the theatre has ever faced. This Court House, was appointed constable
decade ag'. The Winter Sports com
comment was evoked by the tre from Ward 3. and William G. Ricli- passed last night, carried a total of mittee had an officer at thp|Broadway
1.663.
ards was appointed special police
mendous interest which was mani man.
These
licenses were
granted: junction to handle the traffic and
fested in the first radio concert
Mayor Snow read a communication
eorge Barter, fireman at Park and avoid the menace of a crash between
sled and parsing automobile. The mo
given by John McCormack and from the Sagadahoc branch of the Empire Theatres: Siiear Naum, pool
torists fell into the spirit of tihe time
Kennebec
Bridge
Associatiore-asking
room:
Ralph
V.
Blackington,
to
drive
Lucres!* Bori. The privilege of
and laid their courses over other
the city's official sanction of the pri public ear.
‘•listening in." without cost, to such vate efforts which are being made to
City Clerk Keene reported a light streets that the youngsters might be OUR OWN REGULAR STOCKS OF QUALITY MERC HANDISE ONLY. THIS LIST SHOWS ONLY A SMALL
free. It is the prayer of the Winter
entertainment is of course a wonder keep the Brunswick-Rockland high month, the receipts being only $44.
Marshal Davis had cash receipts to Sports committee that every motor NUMBER OF THE $1.00 BARGAIN LOTS. LOOK FOR THE DOLLAR DAY SIGNS, JANUARY 8, 9 AND 10.
ful one, but there is nobody to deny way open to traffic this winter. The
ist who can should avoid this section
that it is tough on Messrs. Rickard. purpose is to maintain a roadway the aniuont ef $226, but it was a and thus keep the danger of accident
ell behaved month, only 11 arrests.
sufficiently wide for two vehicles to
Brady and others who spend im pass each other, and to leave at least Nine were for intoxication, and one at a minimum. It was not a.l
mense sums to provide entertain four inches of snow for sleighs and each for disturbing the peace and youngsters there though. Many heads
Ladies’ Butterfly SilkHose
showed silver threads and the mature Giant Alarm Clocks, con
Infants’ Petticoats, 3 for........................ . . . 1-00
assault.
ment which a limited few are pay horse-sleds.
voices were by no means the quiet cealed alarm patent shut
fashioned leg, all colors,
Tax
Collector
Robert
I'.
Collins
bad
Alderman
Hanscom
said
that
the
Infants' Gowns, 2 for...................................... L00
ing for and uncounted millions are
move would benefit Rockland and ail collections in December amounting to est on occasion cf the frequent spills
black,
brown, white, log
off,
seamess
case,
flush
‘‘stealing out of the air.” It does the towns along the line, and that $17,672. The Christmas Club was a or the two excellent dog fights.
Ladies’ Outing Petticoats, 2 for.................. 1-00
»•*•
cabin,
pigeon,
filbert and
not require great foresight to see so long as the highway is kept open contributing factor.
nickel
plated
backs,
30c value 36 inch wide Outing, 4 yards .... L00
Sunday was a busy day at Stevens’
City Physician Charles D. North
that the future of various public en the Bath ferry will continue to oper
coating,
2
pairs
................
American
made,
fully
field and A. C. McLoon was the busi
Children’s Outing Robes, 2 for.................... L00
tertainments is being threatened by ate until 11 o'clock at, night. The reported making 78 professional calls est man on the lot. operating the
guaranteed................L ..
aldermen favored an affimative re from Jan. 1st. 1924. to Dee. 1st. 1924.
Ladies’ Fleece Lined Vests and Pants, 2 for LOO
the fact that thousands who would ply on the part of the city, with the
City Treasurer Morey's report sum scraper 'behind a roaring truck put
Aluminum Ware—
Ladies' Woolen Scarfs ................................. L00
otherwise have patronized them are understanding that the municipality marized th*is: Balance from last ting the surface into condition for
flooding. xSo absorbed did he grow
Percolators, Trays,
month.
$7872:
receipts.
$69,299:
dis

is
not
to
be
held
responsible
for
any
staying at home and getting the
36 in. wide Challie for Quilt Linings, 6 yards LOO
property damage that might ensue. bursements. $65,255; balance at end that his noonday meal was forgotten
Double Boilers, Roasters,
show for nothing.
altogether.
Boys meantime were 5 yards Unbleached LockRubber Capes for girls, sizes 8 to 14 years,
»
Permission was granted, subject to of month, $4043
cleaning up the rink. The snow was
the approval of the city solicitor.
worth $2.00; for........................................... L00 and Thermos Bottles . . .
The storm which struck Rockland
not difficult to handle and last night wood 40 in. Cotton ....
Mayor Snow next read a letter
Patent Leather Boston Bags........................... L00
Saturday evidently lost its claws from the Chamber of Commerce as KNOX ACADEMY, A. & S. the crew of the Camden & Rockland
Water Co. flooded the entire area.
Feather Pillows, 2 for...................................... L00 Children’s 25c Ribbed
after leaving New York. In that to collecting and disposing of gar
The link has been equipped with
bage.
city it was a real blizzard, with 10
3 yards Figured Outing, 1 yard wide
LOO
eight
250
watt
lights
by
the
Central
Colby
College
Professor
Is
“This is a much needed adjunct.”
Hose, black or brown, 5
Maine Power Co., and this illumina 5 yards Plaided Outing
inches of snow and a 35 mile gale. explained Secretary MacDonald. “As
Ladies
’
Colored
and
White
Princess
Slips.
.
LOO
Elected
President
For
the
tion
suffices
for
ordinary
skating.
On
Pedestrians were swept off their feet.
health measure, alone, it would be
for Children’s
Ladies’ Outing Flannel Bloomers, 2 pairs. . LOO
pairs for..........................
occasion of a hockey match at night rlannel
Seven hundred motor plows and money well spent, but the amount
Coming Year.
the
250
watt
lamps
would
be
re

involved
would
be
-very
small.
We
6
yards
39
in.
Unbleached
Cotton
................
LOO
13.000 shovels fought all day. Ac
placed by 600s.
Presses .............................
are asking the Rotary Club and City
In spite of the storm Saturday eight
• • 4 «
Quilt Size Quilted Batting Roll................... LOO
cording to the New York Herald Club to join us in appointing mem
Curtain Marquisette,
members were present at the annual
Sunday’s crowd at Chickawaukie
Tribund 50 men who had been loaf bers of a committee to see if a work meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
F leeced Union Suits, each...............................
LOO
Pond
proved
a
revelation.
The
race
4 lbs. Gingham and Per
ing around the Salvation Army, sub able solution cannot be arrived at. and Sciences and live interest was
Children’s Winter Weight Pants and Vests
track was scraped with Frank Butler
white, 5 yards.................
sisting upon the generosity of that Some measure should be taken to hown in the proceedings.
in
charge
and
the
markers
placed.
eradicate the evil. Y'ou all know
cale Pieces for Patch2 pieces .......................... V............................ L00
The
report
of
Miss
Ada
C.
Burpee,
organization, refused to join the what the city dump is like."
This was followed by a number of
secretary, showed the organization 1c
20 inch* Cotton Diaper...................................... LOO
shovelers for less than 60 cents an
“A dump is always a dump and will have a paid up membership of 147 in lively brushes, though no regulation work .................................
The crowd
and
Hem-1
Ladies’ Flannelette Night Robes..................... LOO Scalloped
never be a thing of beauty," quoted 1924. and that 70 names had been events were run off.
hour. There’s gratitude for you.
Mayor Snow. He added that the added. Two members died during the manifested its enthusiastic approval
Boston
Bags
........................
,
............................
L00
of
the
races
in
no
uncertain
terms.
present dump will soon be filled and year.
stitched * Table Cloths,
In spite of the vivid reports which
The president of the Association was ^adies’ Union Suits, sum
Gray Blankets, 64x76 ........... x......................
LOO
that sites for a new one aTe scarce.
Three new patrons gave $100 each unable to resist the lure of the long
were published concerning the new He appointed Aldermen Richardson
58x58 ..........................
and two life members became pat coarse and put his M irmon over it, mer weight, size 38 only,
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Union Suits.............. LOO
year festivities in New York City, the and Hanscom as members of the in rons. making 22 in all.
though he registered disappointment
Turkish
Towels,
8
for
.................................
LOO
vestigating
committee
or
"smelling
celebration was the soberest in that
The Society will ask Legislature to that she didn’t check up beyond 75
3 for.................................
Black Sateen Bungalow
city’s history, according to Divis board." as Ft was facetiously termed appropriate $S£On toward the museum miles per hour. If this weather holds
Lunch Boxes............................................
LOO
Mayor Snow explained several new building and $1000 for work on the
Aprons,
$1.25 and $1.39 $|
ional Federal Prohibition Chief R. Q. features of the city budget, or appro
there are bound to l>e some rare good
\/l
yards
Turkey
Red
Damask
......................
LOO
Arboretum. Secretary Lermond’s re
Merrick, whose wife, by the way, is a priation resolve, one of them being ports will appear in the next issue of times at the Pond with all the horse Leatherette Suit Cases,
All
Linen
Crash,
5
yards
.................................
1.00
1
men from this section present.
frequent Rockland visitor. Forty- the item of $2500 for a permanent this paper.
White Enameled Flour Bins........................... LOO value..............................
sewer, fund. The larger appropria
These officers were elected Satur
two arrests were made and 310.000
Considerable difficulty is being ex good lock and leather
tion for the Public Library was ex day:
Ladies’ Burson Hose, cordovan and white, 4
worth of Mquor seized by the federal plained on the ground that the in
perienced by ("each Junes in securing
President—Edward H. Perkins, Ph. hockey games. Cony High of Au handles . . .
pairs................................................................
LOO
forces, while the police padlocked stallation of a new heating plant be I), of Colby College.
gusta had hoped to be aide Ao play
White Petticoats, hammany other places. Who knows but came unexpectedly necessary this
First Vice President—Prof. William the local High School here Friday
Children
’
s
$
1.25
Rompers
................................
LOO
tha't New Y'ork may yet content it winter, and that the appropriation H. Sawyer cf Bates College.
night but for several reasons has
Oilcloth Luncheon Sets, 2 for........................ LOO burg ruffle, 2 for .
last year did not provide for Actual
Second Vice President—Jesse A. l>een forced to delay the game. Cam Colored
Blouses and
self with watch night services as we needs. The budget fur 1625 carries
Tolman of Rockland.
White and Colored Plisse, 39c value, 3 yds. . . LOO
den High is hard at practice and
do here in Rockland?
total appropriation of $225,717.70.
Secretary—Miss Ada C. Burpee of will play a series fra cup a bit
3
yards Oilcloth.................................................. 1.00
White
Dimity
Waists
.
.
.
The list follows:
Rockland.
later, but at present Coach Burrill
Recently the Lewiston Journal Notes Payable ...............................5
Treasurer—Ensign Otis of Rock refuses to let his men enbfcr the lists
1,700 00
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas.......................... LOO I leather Mixed Hose,
...........................................
36.503 00 land.
•
sent a questionnaire to 75 represen Salaries
with Btckland High even for an ex
Insurance ........................................
3.000 OO
3 yards 36 inch Cretonne............................. LOO
Curator and Librarian—Norman W. hibition game. From Bowdoin Col
17.000 on
tative men and women in the various Interest ...........................................
Ladies’
fine
quality
Removing Snow .............................
9,000 00 Lemond of Thomaston.
Bates Gingham, 32 in., 4 yards....................... LOO plain or ribbed, 2 pairs ....
lege comes the cheering word that
counties of the State, seeking their Hifhwar ..........................................
2o .oeo oo
Members of Council for three years Joe Garland, the famous football ace,
ttidewotlks
.......................................
3.000
90
Corsets,
several styles, all sizes...................... LOO
Sleeveless Vests, 39c val.,
views as to the most helpful acts Mother’s Aid .................................
4.500 00 —Wilbur P. Strong of Thomaston and may be able to p ck up a crew to meet
Dr.
H.
V.
Tweedie
cf
Rcckland.
Embroidered
Pillow Cases, 2 for.................... LOO
Water
Supply
.................................
«.<
mio
n
(
'
which evuld he performed toy the new
the loeal boys Friday night of this
?lty Lighting .................................
13,500 00
N. W. Lermcnd in making his.ver week. It may sound queer to line up 4 for ...............................
Legislature. Sixty-two of the 75 Sewers .............................................
9.000 »»O
Sheets,
72x90
.................................................... LOO Dark Grey Camping
bal addition to'his report as manager college men against High School boys
Permanent
Improvement
............
3.000
00
mentioned the Kennebec Bridge in Board of Health ...........................
Blankets, 4'/2 in. colored
Ladies’ Colored Lingette Bloomers..........
LOO
700 «>•» of the Arboretum brought out some
2,000 00 curious and interesting facts in re but the gnat advantage of training
some form—39 favoring a free bridge. Fire Department .................. T...
and team work would be with the
Pillow
Siips,
42jc36,
4
for
...................................
LOO
Election 4c Registration ..............
68
...border, each ....................
15 a toll bridge, and tight a bridge Fire Alarm .....................................
1,500 00 gard to the handihood of plants at youngsters and Ctach Jones has no Children's Fleeced Lined
Ladies’ Vests (band and bodice top), 4 for LOO
Day ...............................
300 00 the Arboretum. Several varieties of misgivings about the contest.
investigation. This would seem to Memorial
’auper Fund ............................
10.000 0t Japanese conifers have made a
***«
6 yards Bleached Cotton . ............................ LOO
2.500 oo
Union Suits....................
dispose of tlie theory that the Ken Public Landing & City Dump ..
o’, ice Fund ...................................
2.200 00 growth of a fi.ot each during the year.
Over $100 towards winter sports
6 yards Percale................................................. LOO
nebec Bridge is a local issue.
'Public Library ...............................
7.350 oo The Englemann Spruce and the
5 Zi yards Heavy Un
Traffic Beacons ............................
1.250 00 Douglass Fir are flourishing, as are was garitcred by Chairman F. t
Black's
finance
c
.mmittee
in
its
Main
Corduroy,
all
colors,
1
yard
.................
,
..........
LOO
urchase of Fire Hose ..............
1,500 00
Living up to its motto. Maine is Repairs of Public Buildings ..
5,000 00 all semi-hardy shrubs. The butter street canvass, and Mr. Black is con
bleached Cotton.............
Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yds.......... LOO
State Road Patrolling ................
265 20 fly-bush, from Missouri Las grown
Baby Carriage Blankets,
the first State to honor the World Contingent .....................................
in.000 oo vigorously although not supposed to 1'ident that the total can he raised to
$600.
Tlie
readiness
with
which
the
White
Petticoats,
regular
and
outsize
...........
LOO
Flyers with'a permanent memorial. Revision of Ordinances ..............
1,500 00
National Guard .............................
300 00 be hardy in Nebraska. One variety of money was contributed is proof post
30x40, pink and blue . . .
Sateen Petticoats, black and colored ruffles LOO
1,400 oO Hibiscus, a most beautiful plant,
At Mere Point in the town of Red Cross (two years 1924-251 .
Comnion Schools ...........................
19,200 oo which is not hardy at the Arnold tlve of the very real popularity of the
Women’s 75cUnion Suits
Brunswick a mdst unusual boulder It.diLslrial Education ..................
project.
White
Enamel Cake andBread Tins.................. LOO
2.600 00
* * • •
............................
1.275 00 Arboretum near Boston, blooms free
2
for.................................
lias been placed on the spot where Supervision
2
Envelope
Chemise
..........
.................................
LOO
School Repairs .............................
3,500 oo ly here, while all conifers without
The Maine Interscholastic Winter
the world-girdling airmen made their Free Text Books ..........................
2,200 00 much regard 'to their origin flourish.
With
bodice top, shell
Heavy
Quality
Outing,
6
Mercerized
Napkins
.......................................
1.00
Sports Association is in (ommunica
School Supplies ..................... • • • •
3,30
first descent upon returning to Amer Conveyance .....................................
400 00 A new and largely increased list < f tion with C'-aeh Jones in an effort to
knee,
—
band top, shell
5
yards
Percale,
25c
value
.........................
LOO
Inspection ......................
500 00 the variety of plants -added to the
ica. A bronze tablet has been com Medical
get Rcckland High to join in the big
High School ...................................
20.500 00 Arboretum is shortly to be issued.
knee
—
lace
top, cuff knee
assorted
stripes,
6
yards
...
7
yards
Cyash
....................................................
1.00
State movement with its great meet
pleted. but on account of the cold
$225,71
at Augusta as a climax.
weather will not be placed upon the
25c
White
Long
Cloth,
36
in.,
5
yards
....
1.00
• * • *
Mayor Snow made a very clear ex
boulder until the first of April.
A one-point victory was the
plana tion as to how the new High
story of Rockland High's basketball
School building has been financed
Boston and New York financiers are The sum of $84,000 has been raised
battle at IJoothbay Harbor Friday
night. The local boys were in excel
behind a new $50,000,000 corporation by taxation, including $25,000 which
lent form and it was Jim Flanagan's
wliich calls for the construction of was contained in the buildir^ fund
heave that made the score 24-23 with
Thir left $40,000 to .be raised by other
20 or more giant aircraft, accommo
Rockland on the long end. The first
methods: $30,000 was covered by bond
dating 100 to 150 passet.gers. besides ssues, and this year the City Gov
period ended 6 all and the half 15-14.
**•«
the crew, and carrying 50 tons of unment is being asked to set aside
Friday
night
will sec the Rockland
$10,000.
freight. The trip to the Pacific
High boys in their second meeting
“It is only fair,” said Mayor Snow
Coast or London would occupy about
with Belfast, and they deserve a good
that a certain amount be passed on
two days. The exact schedule has to posterity.”
crowd of supporters. Belfast has an
IN
THE
exceptionally fast quintet this yeas- brother of the bridegroom was best
He explained that the equipment
not been formulated.
Miss Sylvia A.. <Gardiner of
and celebrated the opening of their man.
item had been pruned to $2p,000. and
PAYMENT OF
Windsor was the .maid of honor. Tlie
new
gym
by
putting
the
k.
o.
on
that
the
unpaid
balance
on
the
new
Tlie best editorial on the Kennebec
Ii. H. S. Now the decals wish t" re bride was given in marriage by her
THEIR HOUSE
Bridge proposition which this paper building is $45,000.
turn the compliment and are confi brother, Wilbur S. Sherwood. The
Alderman Richardson’s order au
lias yet seen appeared in Saturday'i thorizing the city to contract loan
dent that they can do it. C’tnon up. bride's nieces.. Dorothy May Sher
HOLD BILLS
The game is at the Arcade and b gins wood and Ruth Sperry Beardsley,
Lewiston Journal, und is republished in the sum of $30.000—$10,000 for
were flower girls.
R'. hard Ayer
at 8 o'clock.
completion
of
building
and
ground
elsewhere in this issue. It answer
Rhodes. 2d. a nephew- of the bride
....
Women find it very con
and $20,000 for equipment was passed
fully tlie strongest objections which
Arrangements are already under groom, was ring bearer.
Glenn A. Lawrence api>eared befor
venient to
settle by
have been raised against a bridge at the board as champion of Young
"Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes are in Bos
way for a battle during the March
check—not only does it
\
They
vacation between the crack 1921 team, ton on their wedding trip.
America, which wanted permission
Bath.
save time and carfare,
girls, and the pick of the local field. will live at No. 485 Cumberland ave- 1
to coast on Middle street hill.
The bride has '
but it assures safety and
The '21 lineup includes Winslow Me nue. Portland. Me.
We will set up a New
“There are aiwut a million of them
Twins born in different yeari
Loon, M. Flanagan. Corlce Th mas. been secretary to L. Marsden Huba valid receipt.
up there already,’’ he said
sounds like a paradoxical state
Kineo
Range, size 8^20
»
Alice Snow. Green and Frances Snow. band, president of the Connecticut
“I don’t know of any ordinance
Frances will take charge of the mana River Banking Company and the
ment, but it was a fact down
You are cordiatiy invited
prevent it. and 1 have never heard
and allow you more
gerial and training end of her team Travelers Bank and Trust Company.
Amarillo, Texasf where one of the any protest except against using the
to open your Checking
and is eminently fitted for the job Mr. Rhodes is connected with Burn
than your pld range is
youngsters was born at 9.45 p. m hill." said Mayor Snow. “But there
Account with us.
since she now is In Radcliffe and has ham and Morrill. Portland, Me. The
should be some means of protection
Dec. 31 and the other at 1.40 Jan.
had Simmons post graduate experi bride, who has been prominent in
worth and give you
or constant patrol at the BroAd*vay
4% INTEREST PAID
ence.
(irious activities at the Young Wo
crossing-"
credit on a new Kineo
men
’
s
Christian
Association.
is
on
"Why did he marry her?” "Why
Alderman Richardson thought the
teacher of the Rowsetha club, a
RHODES-SHERWOOD
did she marry him? ' 11' w often peo city should go fifty-fifty with the
group of young women at
the
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
ple say this. Can we judge of the sports committee on the expense of
The Hartford Dally Times of Jan. Broadview Community church.”
Success i f others' marriages by ex maintaining a police officer at the
The bridegroom is a native of
2 published the following repivi of a
ternals? Weil, the Woman's Educa crossing.
wedding in which Rockland has a Rockland, and spent his early life
tional Cluli tries almost anything that
Alderman I’liner thought the city
very direct interest, together with a here. Hieing employed in the home
promises to lie thought-provoking und ought to furnish one and the sports
portrait of the bride.
offi.-e of the Rockland * Rockport
worthwhile, so it plans to talk this committee another.
“Miss Catrie
Etta
Sherwood, Lime Corporation prior to going to
over informally next time und pass
daughter of Mrs. Marietta S. Sher Portland.
“I’d like to go up and slide down
Made in Bangor
superficial judgment on apparently
wood of Broadview terrace, and
ill-assorted marriages.
On what myself.” said the festive representa
Richard Ayer Rhodes cf Portland,
basis is any such union to be judged tive from the tSecond Ward.
On the evidence of two waiters,
Me., were married by Rev. George
“But you wouldn’t want to walk
by outsiders anyhow? Give your
T. Einsley. rector of the Church of who saw her husband kiss another
ideas as to usual or exceptional cases back." remarked Alderman Holmes
fitMatJr
the (Jood Shepherd, Thursday af woman while nt dinner. Mrs. Joseph
Telephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
2S3 Main St.
tinder vour observation at the Jan. | Alderman Vlmcr further demon^ECEML RESER
ternoon at the home of lid- bride's Gardiner of Chicago secured a di
16 meeting, when Mrs. Howard Ives strated his sympathy with the kids
^YST Elmother.
James. E. Rhodes, 2d vorce.
Of Portland will speak.
offering to donate a good sled
Jan. 3, 19S3. there was printed a total of
6.385 copies.
Before me,

Dollar

FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

JAN. 3

JAN. 9

JAN. 10

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

$60.80

WANTED
SECOND HAND
RANGES

$60.80

)
Quick Sales

Small Profits

Tells Price

The

Rockland
National
Bank

$60.80

$60.80

V. F. STTJDLEY INC-

T

5
Every-Other-Day

\

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 6, 1925.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
f

00MIR8 HF’GHBORHOQB EVENTS

New England Kotarlans are plan
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M. holds
ning a big Winter Rotary Meet at its annual meeting tonight.
Poland Spring.
The new Roeklainl
Club would doubtless be interested.
Wednesday night the dancers will
have a chance to try Jolftr Grinded's
Some of the local Shrlners are Temple Had.
looking forward to the annual meet
ing and ceremonial of lio-ra Temp'e,
The Modern Woodmen meet to
wliich wiil 'be held in Lewiston next morrow night in K. of P. hall for
Friday.
election of officers.

•L»’i. 4-11’—Week of Prayer.
•kin. 7—Joint Installation of Penobscot
View and Meguntlcook Granges at (\tnnlen.
•Ian. 9—‘Methebesec Club observes presi
dents’ afternoon at the Copper Kettle.
Jan. 14-15—“Isle 0’ Smiles,” musical com
edy at Strand Theatre for Winslow-Holbrook
Post
Jan 16- Woman’s Educational Club meet
ing with address by Mrs. Howard Ives of
'Rev. Robert E. Lalte of Rang-ir
Portland, iMethodfst vestry.
Jan. 21—Xlonthly meeting of Baptist Men’s again occupied the pulpit tit VinalLeague
haveji Sunday. The former Warren
Jan. 24 El ipse of the sun &08 a. in.
12—Lincoln’s birthday
iwstor is very popular with the island

Feb. 22—-Washington’s birthday.
±eb zt-28—Community lair u Arcade.

The B and P. W. Club auction
party will be held Friday night this
week. The regular meeting comes
tomorrow night.

church-goers.

Page Three
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I M O N T O N

SALE LASTS
\ ALL THIS WEEK

SALE LASTS
ALL THIS WEEK

DEPARTMENT STORE
MAIN STREET,

412

ROCKLAND

January Clearance
and WHITE SALE

F. O. Hilt, the big framed and big
In Waterville Saturday Ex-iSenator hearted keet>er of Matinicus Rock
Weather This Week*
Obadiah Gardner was informed that Light was a visitor in the city yes
Weather- outlook for the week in tfie !lce in Pah-field was 32 Inches terday.
North Atlantic States: Kains at the thick. -That multiplies the Chick
beginning and again about t$ie mid- awaukie record by two.
Representative C. L. Roman of
dle; temyerature mostly above norVinalhaven was in the city yester
The editorial staff munched a de day headed for Capitol H.ll. Augusta,
mal except toward end when there
lightful brand of salted peanuts yes where he looks for a live legisla
Will be a brief cold spell.
terday, -with the compliments of Lei tive session.
Mpss Pearl Ixxvch is «n the Maine la. Wllnchtnbach Smalley of Thomas
'R. H. S. meets Battery G tcanf a:
General Hospital, Portland, studying ton, who is engaged in their manu
facture.the Armory tonight in Battery G’s
to be a nurse.
Aiaiden game.
The bailie will take
If a certain popular letter carrier place about 9 o'clock. Plans are also
Word was received here yesterday
afoot for an Army hockey team.
that Sidney L. HaH is crtitlcaMy ill tills to give you his customary greet
nt Sailors* Snug HaPbor in Staten ing the next two weeks, think nothing
The “Food Fair Committee,” the
of It.
He's learning his lines for
Island, N. Y.
‘Isle o’Smiles" while delivering the group of men and women now work
ing on Community Fair, week of
day's mail.
A Union farmer so|4 baled hay on
Feb. 25, will meet at the Postofflee
l’ark street Saturday at $16 a ton
A SAVINGS EVENT FOR EVERY HOME IN KNOX COUNTY.
THIS YEAR
The Gov. Bodwell did not make her Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
which is a long way short of the $30
X.
return trip to the Island Saturday in
it once brought.
- '
William H. Simmons, a well known
BIGGEST EVENT OF ITS KIND.
consequence of whch several sland
Grand Army man, and former chair
J. F. Cooper of the New England ers spent the weekend in Rockland. man of the Rockland Registration
ALL GOODS ADVERTISED IN LAST THURSDAY’S ISSUE OF THIS
ftfutual is ** Wearing a chniplucent Among them was Deputy Sheriff Board, died at the Soldiers’ Home in
Billings.
■smile.
Wrote an extra good lot of Warren
Togus last Wednesday.
Funeral
risks in December.
services were held there Saturday,
W. Raymond Erskine was down
and in compliance with his wishes
Friday nght’s storm kept the Bos town yesfdrday telling folks that he' the remains were interred with "the
was
glad
to
be
baok
on
deck
after
ton boat In her Boston berth, and
boys." Obituary deferred.
the craft dd not reach Rockland seven weeks’ confinement in the
house.
Couldn't
sit
still
a
minute,
until 8 o’clock Sunday' forenoon.
An entertainment will be given
he told his friends.
Wednesday night at the Methodist
'Albert Clough after 35 years of
A. L. Perry of Ma'tinicus appeared church following the circle supper,
faithful service as brak<*man and
under the auspices of Class 9 of that
conductor, on the L. K. K. R. retired on the scene yesterday and was
Sunday school. The varied program
The Business and Professional
oij a pension the first day of Jan greeted with acclaim iby his friends at
The Brgok.
Authentic reports say consists of musical and' vocal num Women’s Chib is offering coui-cs in
uary.
that Mr. Perry is here on banking bers, readings, recitations _jjnd a English, under the inst: u -tion of
play. Everybody Invited.
Miss Anna K. Coughlin to any one
Gravel bank.
Gov. Baxter has
renominated business.
interested. The courses are to be
Charles 11. Cahill of Bath and Lin
Don
’
t
fall
to
enter
your
children
in
gin Friday at 4 p. m. at the club
There will be but one evening per
wood B. Thompson of Belfast as
Mrs.
Percival
’
s
dancing
classes
this
rooms.
Wedninday afternoon at -I
members of the Sea and Shore Fish formance of "Janice Meredith" at
—To—
the Strand Wednesday, Thursday season, as her new method of exercise o'clock at the cWb rooms Miss
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the
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necessary
for
the
growing
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The
Ivanhoe Commanxlery, U. O. G. C.. pupils will have a chance to see the children are all enthusiastic over the chairman of the educational c >m'MASONIC TEMPLE
mittee of the B. & P. W. Club, will
holds its annual installation Wed picture at special prices Saturday
aerobatic, dances and the ballroom meet anyone Interested in these
nesday evening. Grand Commander morning.
steps are the latest at dances in New courses to discuss same and regi ter,
Herbert McKenney of Portland will
Saturday, Mrs. Emily J. Jameson York.
in order that no time he used f r
'be the installing officer.
that purpose Friday. There will be
received word that her brother-inJohn
Grindell
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s
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has
offered the
following
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Miws Angela Fossett has been en law, Hudson Nash died at the home
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in
all
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principal
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in
Course One—“Accuracy
Throq^h
gaged as superintendent of young of her nephew in Schnectady, N. Y.,
Maine
and
has
some
clever
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Stru tune.”
A study of our com
people’s work at the Universallst Last Thursday. Mr. Nash was a na
Mr.
Grindell,
leader,
has
broadcasted
monest errois based upon a grammar
church, the Knickerbocker Class tive of Nobleboro and for several
One of the best traveling dance teams in New
from station WEEI. Boston and radio review, 10 lessons; Course Two—
having agreed to raj sc the necessary .years lived in this city, but on ac
fans will have an opportunity to hear “Fluency Through Structure." a
count
of
his
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health
moved
to
funds.
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England, on their annual tour of Maine
Schenectady neonly six years ago. his team broadcast again in Febru study in ease ard correctness, aimed
the men give their lirst 'public
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At
the
first
appearance
in
Rock

to
help
in
oral
and
written
expres

Mrs.
Noirh,
who
was
formerly
Miss
per.
Ava Graves of South Thomaston, land of this wonderful team at Ma sion, based upon rhetorical revii w. 10
Dancing from 8:30 to I. Admission $1. couple
The Pilgrim Ijand Company has died in that city aibout two years sonic Temple tomorrow night, danc lessons: Course Three—"Literature
ing
will
continue
from
8.30
until
1
in
Making.
”
a
course
based
upon
the
ago.
Mr.
Nash
leaves
one
sister,
been organized in this city to carry
o'clock.
leading articles in magazines.
1,he
on a real estate and brokerage busi Mrs. Justin Moody of Nobleboro.
•
aim is to help those busy-people iv.m
ness: capital wtoek, $100,003, all com
The American Legion is planning do not have time to do all the read the chief fixture being the election
The officers of King Hiram Council.
mon: $700 paid In; par value of
Ten les of these officers: Nelson Crockett,
shares. $100; seven shares sub R. & S. M., were Installed Friday a snappy ticket selling contest for ing they would like to.
The price of the i ours ■ is $6, president: John McLoon, vice presi
scribed; director*—-President, Stan night by Past Grand Master James their musical-comedy “Isle o’ Smiles" sons.
which
is
to
•'be
staged
in
Strand
payable in two Installments, at the dent: Theodore Sylvester, secretary;
ford L. Luce of Quincy. Mass.: X. Richan, who was assisted by
It is top • 1 Philip Bounds, treasurer. The pur
treasurer, Frank L. Luce of Dorches Ralph U. Clark as grand marshal. Theatre Jan. 14-15. The girl who first and elxlh less ins.
sells
the
greatest
number
of
tickets
that everyone Interested will avail poses of the club are: To help let
ter. Mass.; and Robert U. Collins of The list of elective officers has al
will
receive
a
$10
hat
of
her
own
se

ready been given in thia paper. The
themselves of this splendid opportu ter men who are behind In their j
Rockland.
studies; to boil) settle any difficulty
appointments were: C. E. Morse, con lection from the stock of Mrs. M. A. nity, regardless of age or c<3.
Johnson:
the
second
highest
can
that may arise in th school; to pro-j
Tonight the “Watch Your Step” ductor of the Council: Ralph U.
pick
a
pair
tf
shoes
from
the
W.
H.
mote school athletics, and to keep
THE *'R” CLUB MEETS
hoys and girls have their dance in Clark, chaplain: Alfred T. Sherman,
the morals of the school up to high-,
Temple hall, with Marston’s music. steward: Alfred L. Church, senti Spear stock ar.d tjie third in order
will
receive
three
pairs
of
silk
stock

Meetings will be | And keep in mind the
nel. The officers of the Chapter will
High School Athletes Organize For esl p isibte mark.
held every Monday night and all R,
be installed at 7.30 Thursday night ings from the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
1925—The Club’s High Principles.
Watch Your Step Dance
men are urged to attend. A minstrel
•by James A. Richan.
All Chapter store. The tickets are bound to go
“The Kian makes good
like hot cakes, for the Legion has
The first meeting of the R Club of show will be presented soon as the!
and sojourning Masons are Invited.
TEMPLE HALL
volunteered a percentage toward the the Roe’:land High School was held club's chief activity of the year.
Citizens cut of every man
The present membership includes:
The s|>eeil men-»hartts were all at new High School equipment fund. at Coach Jones’ residence last night,
who comes in touch with/ Chic-kawauklc liake Sunday, some Tickets may be bought from mem
Nelson Crockett, John McLoon, Theo
dore Sylvester. Philip Bounds. Cecil'
with their high steppers and some bers of the Legion or at The Corner
it.”
Bens in, Elmer Emery. Arnold Nelson.
w-ith their autos. Among those who Drug Store, Chisholm Brothers or at
Marston’s Music
s
KU KLUX KLAN
Fred Bipley. Thomas Fales, Raymond
held the reins were Frank Butler. Moor's Drug Store.
Perry. ErwfffChase. Jasper Chapin.
Charkw Mitchell, Frank Clough and
All the “bid Gang” will be there
Main street saw a sight unique at
(Turkey) Kent. Donald Haskell. Wil
Fred Cariini of Rockland, Henry
who made these dances famous in
liam Sloan. John Andrews. Charles
Ciyelton of Rockport and Fred the height of Saturday's storm when
other days, and all the "Nev/
Denlinons. Sheldon Gray, James Mur
Thornton of Thomaston.
They there was such a jam of patrons nt a
Gang” will be there, too.
phy, Seymour Cimeron, Ralph Her
locked pretty snappy until Charlie local market that'police interference
rick. Carl Herrick, Foster Fifleld,
Walker appeared on the scene and was necessary to prevent trampling
Kenneth Green, WilbuF Frohock and
booked them on with his new one, of women and children. The occa
Edwin Webber.
Ben Earle, whose record is so close sion was the reclining of the il. It
to the 2-minute class there's no fun & C. O. Perry market under a cqsb
in it. The track was widp and clean and carry plan. The store has been
and the autos came down the course rearranged with department count
1824
faster than a mile a minute, ers, a cashier at each the idea being
More in which you may get lots
for
rapid
service.
There
were
cigars
the say. No traffic cops to impede
Memorials**
When You Want
for the men. pinks for the women,
the way.
coffee and sandwiches for everybody
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
SNOW SHOVELED
The principal holidays this year and exceedingly generous samples,
WALDOBORO, ME.
fall upon the following days and which by the way, were from regu
WINDOWS WASHED
In order to .advertise our dates: Lincoln’s Birthday. Thursday, lar stock in the main. Several hun
dred
dollars
’
worth
of
goods
were
Feb.
12;
Washington
’
s
Birthday,
Sun

BORN
CELLARS CLEANED UP
fine shop we will up to next day, Feb. 22; St. Valentine’s Day, thus disposed of. The crush became
Kirkpatrick - Rot kl«nd
Brill
Maternity
Home. Jan. 3, »o Mt and Mrs Herbert Kirk
Wednesday put on rubber Saturday, Fdb. 14; Ash Wednesday, so great at mid-afternoon that two
RUGS AND CARPETS CLEANED
patrick of TlminaVon, a daughter. Beverly
(Tara.
Fell. 25; St. Patrick's Day, Tuesday. officers were called to assist in hand
heels
FURNACES ATTENDED TO
March 17; Palm Sunday. April 5; ling the people. An order for 700
MARRIED
Good Friday, April 10; Easter Sun pinks had been put in at Clark's
JANITOR WORK DONE
Rhoades RTerwood - •Hartford. Conn . Jan.
day, April 12; Memorial Day, Satur Flower Shop and an additional 300
1. bv Rev. (i. T. LInsely. Richard Ayer
Rlioade-v of Portland (formerly of Rockland)
day, May 30; Flog Day, Sunday, June proved hut a drop in the bucket. It
Or any kind of work faithfully
and Miss Carrie K. Sherwood of Hartford
14; Independence Day, Saturday. is estimated that 5.000 persons en
done at a reasonable price
with every pair cf shoes July
4; Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 7; tered the store during the busy
vs.
DIED
brought or sent to us for Jewish New Year. Sept. 19; Jewish afternoon and evening to wish the
P'wcll St. George. Jan. 5, Orrin W. Elwell,
Day of Atonement. Monday, Sept. Perrys well on their r.ew venture.
aged 73 years, it months, 13 days
tapping.
Davis--Friendship. Jan. T. Sanford E. Da
28; Columbus Day.-Monday, Oct. 12;
At Mitchell & Ranlett’s
vis, aged 50 years, 11 months, 21 days. Fu
Mrs. Lillian S. Copping has re
Roosevelt’s Birthday. Tuesday, Oct.
1-3
neral Thursday at 2 p. m
27; Halloween, Saturday.tOct. 31; turned home after spending the holi ARCADE —ROCKLAND
Simmons - Togus, Dec. 31, William H. Sim
toons of Rockland.
Burial in Togus.
Thanksgiving D|y, Nov. 26; Christ days with her son. Cecil Copping,
'Maigee—<‘am<Ien, Jan. ♦», Orivllle, widow of
and family in Flushing. L. I. The
mas Day, Friday, Dec. 25.
Cornelius Magee, aged 75 years, lit months.
Coppings enjoyed an afternoon at the
l'» days
Funeral services Thursday at 2
SCHOOL ST.
„
ROCKLAND
o elock from 52 E'.tn street
The local Army recruiting officer home of Mrs. Percy
(Vivian)
Opposite Postoffice
Belfast beat cur boys in the up
Farrington—Vt.ion. Jan 5 Irene F. Fuller,
announces that in addition to vacan Roberts, where her mother. Mrs. Bill
widow of A’deo L. Farrington,* aged 76 year>,
cies whfch have been previously an ings is a gupst for the season, and river game—come down and see
8 months, 13 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2
o’clock.
nounced in Hawaii. Infantry, Field had a hand in the manufacture of Capt. Green's Five turn the tables.
-- ------- Artillery and Coast Artillery; also 6th the real Rockland pastries ami con
‘Storey—Rock’and, Jan. 3. Frank B. Storey,
aged 64 years, 6 months. 18 days.
Funeral
Infantry' station at Portland Harbor, fections, which were served while
this afternoon at 2 o’clock from Littlefield
Jennie, Harvey Percival
Memiorial church.
Maine, 3rd Cavalry. Ft. Ethan Allen, ‘.he seven children gathered about
Nash— Schenectady, N. Y, Jan. 1. Hud
Vermont. 7th Field Artillery, Ft. the Christmas tree. On a later day
son Nash, formerly of Rockland, aged 73
Announces the reopening of her
Ethan Allen, Vermont. and various both families visited the home of Mr.
years
Kirk—Warren. Jan. 2, Austin L. Kirk, aged
other organizations and branches in and Mrs. Walter Bird, both of whom
Dancing Classes
78 years, 7 months, 27 days.
the First Corps Area, China is now are prosperously-engaged in the film
Simmons—Friendship. IK*c 23. Flora A. J
available to enlistments. An unusual business. Here >a party of 17 as
Winchenpaw, wife of Cyrus I! Simmons.
: : At the : :
BIcMiarck—Rockland. Jan 5, Emerson Rich- |
number cf vacancies are now avail sembled for entertainment novel to
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
ards. agQd 86 years, 1 month, 7 days.
Fu
able to men who have bad a gram most of them, there being enacted a
neral
Wednoxfay at 2 p. m.
OWL’S HEAD
mar school education and who are Christmas morning scene toy the
Rocd—'Waldoboro, Jan 2, Abigail (Welt)
widow of James Reed, formerly of Thomaston,
ambitious to get ahead. The recruiting Roberts and Coppings. ranging from
TOWN HALL
aged 82 years. 5 months 25’ days.
officer does not expect that there will three to nine years in age. A mov
Hinckley—Thomaston Jan. 5 Winfield S
lye much difficulty experienced in fill- ing picture machine recorded the
Hinckley aged 85 years 10 months 7 days.
Classes in Ball Room Dancing
Head-of-the-Bay
Fuderal services Wednesday afternoon at 2
;ing these vacancies and men who an appearance of the members of the
Little Tots 3:30 P. M.
o’clock.
ticipate entering the service will find party on the stairs; their delight at
most any branch which he desires the tree; discovery of gifts; and well
IN MEMORIAM
and immediate application on his part filled
Advanced Pupils 4:15 P. M.
stockings:
their
manifest
In loving memory of Eva M. Simmons, who
passed away from us Jan 7, 1926.
Never tc
will go a long way to insure his be pleasure in the toys, and a closing
Bay View Society
be
forgotten
by
her
'mother
ami
daughter
ing able to land one of these vacan feature of games, recitations and
Mrs. Ida Clayter, Mrs. Gladys Marr.
Classes in Interpretive, Acrobatic,
cies. The local recruiting station is dances. Sandwiohes, coffee, olives,
Vina'.haven, Jan. 5.
*
Soft Shoo, Jap — Musical Comedy
located at the postofflee.
home made cakes and
foreign
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Younger Pupils
pastries, fruits, bonbons and choco
Whereas the will of our Heavenly Father
lates and nut-stuffed fruits sent from
5:15 P. M.
has again en ered our Grange and taken I
California by Ralph Bird crowned
from our midst our beloved Brother Alton
Made from Heavy Tin, Black
Robbins,
we
pause
in
our
work
to
pay
loving
■
the hospitality of this happy Bird's
tribi*te to him, and extend our heartfelt j
EVENING CLASSES
Encmcled outside finish. Fitted
nest. All three families are housed
sympathy td the bereaved family.
For older pupils will be held at
within the confines of ( Flushing
Resolved, That we. members of Medomak
PLUMBING
with Leather Handle. Top held
ODD FELLOWS HALL I Valley Grange, extend lo tlie family of our the Copper Kettle Porch, beginning
though In different districts, but as
' departed Brotivr our sympathy in their
ay two Patent Positive Fg3teners.
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
all have cars their neighborliness
January 15
• sorrow.
“He faltered by the wayside and
persists as though in the same town.
1 an angel took him home ”
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
Bottle of pint size and hied se

BLANKETS, BED SPREADS, SHEETS. PILLOW CASES, COTTONS BY THE YARD
LINENS, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR

j.

THIS SALE ESTABLISHES ITSELF AS THE
z
PAPER ARE CAREFULLY PRICED

F. J. Simonton Co.
EVERYBODY COME

-—

WE SOLICIT WEEKLY ACCOUNTS

Free Delivery

Prompt Service

WEDNESDAY NITE, JAN. 7

ANY TIME

JOHN GRINDELL’S ORCHESTRA

Flip

ANYWHERE

Telephone 473

KNIGHT BROS. MARKET
248 MAIN STREET

ROCKfJLND

Meats, Fish

WATCH
YOUR

and Groceries
3-5

STEP

Tuesday, January 6

ONLY
ONE DAY ONE

FIREPROOF
GARAGE CO.

RADIO
CHELSEA SUPER-FIVE
FULLY EQUIPPED SET

CALL 227-M

5 201A Tubes
2 B Batteries, 45 Volts each
1 A 6 Volt Storage Battery
I Set Headphones
I Loud Speaker
And all necessary wiring

FREE HEELS

BASKETBALL

ROCKLAND HIGH

Aylward & Fifield Co.

BELFAST HIGH

ROCKLAND SHOE
REPAIRING CO.

THERMOS
LUNCH KITS

DANCE

Thursday, January 8

-Wednesday Night

DANCE

E. Howard Crockett

in top.

Aluminum

Cup

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE
458 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

ALL FOR* $100.00
’ *

Best f^adio Buy in Rockland
Come down or give us a call for demonstration
Telephone 889
1-5

Friday, January 9

DANCING

curely

.

AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE A PIPELESS FURNACES

‘ HOT WATfR AND STEAM
HEATING
20 Franklin Street.
rfbckland
Telephone 424-1

3*10

Wednesday, Jan. 7

After being missing a week, Hen
ri Mardant of Bordeaux arrived
home as funeral services were be
ing Held over a body supposed to toe
his.
Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ads.

Dean’s Orchestra
Featuring

Art Bellerose of Portland
on the saxophone

That in memory of the death of Brother
Robbins our charter be draped ■and badges
| reversed for 30 days; A page of our rec
ords be set apart to his memory by placing a
' copy of these tevolutions thereon a copy «»e
' Kent to the bereaved family and one to The
Conrter-Gazette tor publication
Linwood Mitchell,
Dwight Collhifl.
Edward Martz,
Committee on Rejolrtions.

BurkeUvllU, pec 47.

•

BOSTON TAILORS
TAILOR MADE CLQTHINQ

JANUARY SALE
$40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00

Men’s and Young Men’s Suits, $8.00 and $10.00
less than regular price

Men’s and Boys’ Sheepskin Coats, Sweaters,
Army and Navy Shirts at less than coat
All goods guaranteed—money back if nQt
satisfactory

All Tuitions payable half term in
advance on first lesson
PRIVATE LESSONS and

CLASSES arranged on application
1-S

Overcoats...................................... $27.50
Overcoats......... z.......................... 25.50
Overcoats...................................... 22.50
Overcoats........................
J8.50
Overcoats................
13.50 „

COME AND LOOK

S• DD.

PAUCM
VVlUill PA
Viz.,

MAIN ST- Roqkland

OppotlM Hotel Rdokiknd

OPEN EVEKINGS.

TEL. 102?

I
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History and Prospects of Fish Concern Now In
corporated as Libby Glue and Products Co.

TIMOTHY LANE

Libby Glue and Products Company,
Incorporated under the laws of the
State of Massachusetts, is successor
to Lane-Libby Fisheries Company, a
consolidation ot Lane & Libby,
Vinaihaven
Fish
Company and
Vinaihaven Glue Company.
The business of this company Was
founded in 1871 by EdwinJ-.ui: ami
Thomas G. Libby, grandfather r.nd
father respectively of Thomas E.
Libby, president of this corporatiaa.
The first fish Jiuilding and wharf on
the present location was erectel :n
1878. From this modest beginning
the business prospered. From its one
frame building the business devel
oped to the occupancy of 11 buildings
and a wharf frontage of 325 feet, permissable for admitting all sizes of
vessels, trawlers and steamers. The
buildings cover approximately 100,000 square feet of floor s,,ace and yard
room for flaking 60.000 pounds of
fish at one time. The total sales
during the year 1912 reached $301,386.51. this being the largest year.
At present prices the same volume

the only enterprise of its kind with
Office building.
Freight shed, connected with ship such a combined business.
Due to many changes in the in
ping dock.
dustry the last few years there have
Supplying the Glue and Fish fac-1 developed some good possibilities in
tory. also Cold Storage plant, is a certain lines. The Company, out
power plant, having two boilers with side of the lines that have been
a total H. P of 275.
profitable, intends gradual expan
Coal building connecting with stor sion to meet these changes such as
in glues, cod oils, other by-products,
age, capacity COO tons coal.
Besides this power the company is smoking and canning.
Portland, Boston ami New York
connected with the Public Power and
Light Co., which supplies It with parties have become interested with
current for motors running different Mr. Libby in the reorganization and
*
machines and hoist. The entire development of the Company.
plant of the company is electrically
lighted.
>
Complete water system for distri
bution of both salt and fresh wafer
in all parts of its plant, the fresh
water coming from the public water
system.
A modern steam dryer has been
installed; capacity for drying 30.000
pounds fish every 24 hours; only one
of its kind In Maine.
Sulphurous acid equipment was
installed in 1923.
The plant is equipped to completely
handle ground iirsh such as cod, had- i Lane &

EDWIN LANE

The Town of Vinaihaven Which Has An Ideal Location For the Fish Industry and Those Which Are Allied With It.

would, it is estimated, rent’.: a fig
ure In excess of $500,000 per annum.
This volume in raw material would
figure between 5.000,000 and 6.000.000
pounds The capacity of the plant
for all products is between 10.000.000
and 12,000,00 pounds.
Vinaihaven being near the center
of the Maine coast line is well located
for an industry of this kind Outside
of having locally a large fleet of
l>ower boats and vessels and a short
distance either east or west, is easily
reached from all points along the
Maine coast.
The port is nearer
most of the fishing grounds than
either Portland. Gloucester or Bos
ton. and this also applies to NewBrunswick and Nova Scotia, from
which raw material' is shipped in to
the States.
The factory and plaflt covers an
area of 314 acres. The principal
buildings covering this area, are:
Main fish factory (two stories):
storage capacity for salting and
pickling 2,000,000 pounds at one time;
with curing and drying sheds at
tached.
Smokehouse,
capacity
15,000
pounds per day; four-story cold
storage plant, freezing capacity 20
tons or 200 barrels per day; storage
capacity 1,000.000 pounds.
Glue, fertilizer poultry meal and oil
factory, capacity 75,000 gallons liquid
glues, 500 tons fertilizer and poultry
meal. 500 barrels oil per year.
Salt warehouse holding
20,000
busuhels of salt.
Building housing tank and equip
ment for freezing ice. capacity five
tons per day.

THOMAS' G. LIBBY

dock, halibut, hake and pollock which , under the firm name of Lane & Libby
are taken in and shipped r fresh, was formed.
smoked, pickled and cured for do
T. E. Libby, president of the Libby
mestic and export trade.
Glue and Products Co., hats been a
The Cold Storago plant is equip most active factor In the affairs of
ped for the freezing of herring, his tome town the past 25 or 30
mackerel, 'shad. 1, uebacks, butter- years, having to, do with the com
fish, which are taken in the freshest; mercial, social, political and relig
possible condition, being near the ious, his sphere of influence meantime
fishing grounds. • iutside of these extending into county, State and na
products going to domestic trade, it tional fields.
Directly or indirectly he had a
also supplies the fishermen for the
year around supply of bait. The large part in the building and leas
Storage Plant is also used for other ing of the net factory to L. C.
products that are manufactured that Chase & Co., Boston; helped secure
require low temperatures to keep two appropriations for dredging the
harbor; interested parties In getting
them in good condition.
the first telephone cable, building the
The Glue Factory handles all the new Fnion Church ar.d Carnegie
by-products made at the plant, be Public Library, and in getting the
sides taking by-products from other first acetylene gas lighting system
places along the c ast from Portland for the town.
He was also instru
to Eastport that is manufactured up mental in the establishment of the
into liquid fish glue, fish meal and electric light and power plant, the
fertilizers, oils and dry sounds.
Vinaihaven public water system, the
Shipments are made by the Vinai Branch bank, and in many other mi
haven A- Rockland Steamboat Co., nor activities and benefits for the
During the World War he
connecting at Rockland with the town.
Eastern Steamship Co., and Maine was chairman of all Liberty Ixran
Central It. R. Co. cocks, wllh as fav ar.d Bed Cross drives and hetipe 1
orable rates from :hat point to Mid make it possible to have the town go
On
die States and Western pointe as are ' over the top on all of them.
made from Portland, Goucester or one Liberty Loan camp&iffn he re
Boston; also direct connection with ceived a special telegram from the
Boston by freight line along Maine Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
containing congratulations on fine
coast.
work, and as being one of 50 towns
The corporation has outlet for en in New England that trebled its
tire capacity output for a term of quota.
He represented the State at
years with reputaole concerns high the last International Fisheries Con
ly rated financially, at prevailing gress held in Washington, D. C,; als>
market prices wi'h option of con at other times the fishing interests
tract renewals. I is believed to be there and in Augusta.

THOMAS E. LIBBY

/
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SOUTH THOMASTON

HOW TO 60LVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Page Five
*•

When the correct letters ere pieced in the white apace thia pneele
will apell words both vertically end horleontallr. The tint letter In each
word Is Indicated by • number, which refers to the definition Dated
below the panale. Thna No. 1 under the column headed "fcorlaoBtal**
defines a word which will till the white spares up to the tlrat black
square to the right, and a number under “vertical” dellnea a word which
will fill the white squares to the neat blech one below. No letters go In
the black apaeee. All words used ere dictionary worda, eieept proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
are Indicated In the definitions.
'

Blessed Sleep

CLARRY HILL

INFLUENZA

Schools begin Jah. 12 In the South
T.eon Hews who has been working
As a preventive malt and
r Thomaston, Owl’s Head, Cushing
in Albany, X. Y., for th? past
It
’
s
more
than
likely
that
you
’
ll
sleep
inhale Vicks night and
district.
fe.v months. |s home for the winter. I
soundly all the night when your di
Earl Hcpkina tvho is employed by
morning. Apply up nos
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith ar.d lit- '
the Lever Bros. In Cambridge, Maas..
gestion is good and the bowels are tie daughter Edna have returned to 1
trils before mingling with
1 arrived heme Chiistmas Eve to spend
working regularly. It’s a sure thing their home in Versailles. Conn., after •
crowds. If feverish, call
i ten doys vacation with his parents,
that by using the good old “L. F.” spending two week** here, the guests !
a doctor at once.
Mf. anti Mrs. E. A. Hopkins.
Mur
of ’datives.
ATWOOD Medicine as directed,
ray and ltalph Hopkins are both em
W. J. Smith slaughtered a hog
every bit of that indigestion, bilious whk’.i weighed 526 itounds end a pig
ployed by the same firm.
Ulysses G. Calderwootl has closed
ness, constipation, may be overcome. for O'. G. Miller which weighed 237
up his farm on Buttermilk Lane and
CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 10
There’ll be steady improvement with pounds.
has gone to Camden where he w.Il
Everett Lamont is spending a few
a marked gain in strength and energy.
make his home with his sister, Mrs.
weeks hue with his grandparents,
QIt is absolutely necessary to prevent ab
John Stahl. This makes th te of the rr
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Smith.
sorption ol poisonous matter in the in
i finest farms in town all located on
Mrs. Lucy Clarry has gene to Wctft •
oat wtreet which are closed and for
testines,
and
“
L.
F.
”
will
positively
i/<?
//
PcwiKi* where she has employment.
j
sale.
Walter Feyler is working for Wi’"
clear out the bowels.
Miss Helen Sleeper •returned Sat
liarn Graeey in North Warren.
Don’t delay, but buy a bottlenow and try r—
12
7T IS
urday to Manchester, Mass., to her
El-ward and Clarence Whitney of
month asdirected. Remember it aginrant. - i
tea hlng position and Miss Susie
Your money back if not benefited. B Lc'.'. L- Xcrth Warren spent lust Sundaj’ here
50 cents.
I Sleeper accompanied her for a short
with relatives.
We give regularly until
26
Z?
Only I cent a dose
Instantly! End Indigestion, Gas, Heartburn, Acidity visit.
A. K. Jackson end W. T. Smith are 1
further
notice 20 PER
Thursday night 26 of the neigl-Ziom
their ice thia week. It is
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Ue. harvesting
ar.d friends of Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
71
inches
thick.
22
The moment your stomach rclx'ls, harmless corrective, digestive and
CENT OFF the marked
Harley gathered at their home giv
M a. Augusta Mank of North Wal- ’
chew up and swallow a few l’ape’s antacid.
ing them a surprise party and ex
doboro
spent
Christmas
at
tne
home
.
selling price on every
Diapepsin tablets.
Millions of the best of families
pressing their good will, presented
of her siwter, Mrs. George fameson.
APPLETON
For Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gas always keep u large GO cent package
them with a beautiful electric table
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson * article in our store, includ
tritis, Flatulence, Heartbiirn\pr any ut hand—they know its magic and
la.r.i.
distress in stomach, nothing else •druggists guarantee it.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fuller enter was a business caller here*recently. ' ing Stoves.
32
7!
IM
L. Q. Coombs and Mr. and
'E. 11. ClaiTy called on G. X. Storgives such comfort as this pleasant,
tained 16 relatives and
friends
M:
Harold Coombs vistlted Mre.
er in North Wa.’doboro Sunday.
Christmas,
C.
Harry
Conant
of
War

Belle Allen here Monday havifig re
Alma 1 ximont and Fred Shuman
turn! h from Boston Sunday, and re
ren, Mrs. Fuller’s brother, Mr. and spent.(.‘hri tmas at the home of W. J.
port Hjy trip over the road by auto
Mrs. Albert Fuller, Miss Maude Ful Smith.
is being “awful.”
19
36
Eva Robbins made a business trip
ler, Miss Lizzy Fuller Mr. and Mr/.
I.? Roy Wlggln is employed In the
t • Rockland recently.
Everett E. Whitney, Miss Jennie M.
Boston Post Office.
L. MARCUS
Frank Dol-ham vfedtVd. his sister
42
4!
|Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. Benton L. Mrs. Annie Millet* a few days last
John Ingram is boardihg in Rock
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
land.
j Whitney, Cecila and
Lawrence week.
130-tf
C. I.. Sleeper has had a four tube
44
Whitney and Mies Maude E. Whitney,
’The days Lave increo. .ed flirt <* min
tdio s t In. failed this weHt. II. W.
lull of Appleton.
The decorations utes.
Tyler fi.rni.hed the set and Clarence
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
were in keeping with the Chiistmas
4? SO
Itackllff installed It.
Eastern Standard Time
e
colors, red and grce.i
Supper was
'
Trains Leave Rockland Fori
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., returned to
served at 5 o’clock consisting of
Augusta. A 57 00 a. m., 17.30 a. m„ 11 10 p. m.
i college in Durham, N. H„ Friday af
baked beans, cold meats, hot rolls,
Bangor, A |7 00a.m., f7 30a. tn , fl 10 p.m.
53
ter a tea days vacation with his par
TO RELIEVE
Boston. A J7.00 a m., |7.3O a. ni.. 11.10 p.m.
pies, cakes, doughnuto and coffee.
ents here.
Brunswick, A§7.00a.ni., 17.30a.m., fl.10p.m.,
After supper all adjourned to the
45.30 p. m.
E. C. Moral). Jr., of Rockland en
(£i by Weatern Xewapaper Union.)
large living room where a very prtCLewiston. A 17.00 n. m., |7.30a. m., 11.10 p. m.
tertained a few guests at a birthday
New York. tl.lOp m.
ty Christmas tree vas in waiting,
Vertical.
Portland, A 17.00 a. in., 17.30 a. m., 11.10 p. in.,
Horizontal.
!>a ty ct Wesstwesskt ig Inn one
reaching from floor to veiling, hand
t5.3O
p. m.
1
—
That
which
goes
along
with
1
—
Declarations
night this week.
Several parties
Waterville. A57.00a m., t7 30a.m., 11 10p. ni.
somely decorated with ornaments and
2— Vehicle
tlitre lately have made that corner 10— Collection of Information
Wo ilwicli, A |7.00 a. m , t7.30n.m, tl.’Vp.ri.,
candles
Pieces
were
spoken
by
the
2—Over
• |3.30 p. tn.
.'oak like the good oi l .summer time, 11— Modern
children and songs wing with Mrs.
4— Ornamental piece of material
— Point
,
t Daily,except Sunday.
even if the mercury was on the drop. 13
6— Slanting
14— To ponder
Aubrey Fuller presiding at the organ.
j A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool.1 ie Baum filled his 1 e house from IT- -Indefinite perlpd of time
0—Writing accessory
1 wich.
The 1 lai dscrabblo Quany )>ond this li- ever
7— Peraonal pronoun
1 D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-28-24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
Female sheep
week with Frank Harrington and Cy 80- everage
•
—
Teaalngly
, Vinal helping. He ie|>oris ithlck ice 21— Near
13—Half the square of any type-fact
There are over 150 kinds gathered from
of line Quality as diear as glass. Or 22— Yon and I
Vinaihaven and Rockland
15— Loathe
— Perfume
rin I’iet'ce is also filling his ice houi=e. 2:2
16— Tidy
25— Musical note
the fmest^yield of fruit and field.
Steamboat Co.
The village school will reopen Jan. 26— Small Island
18—Changeling
23— Tree
28—Mpple
■ !2
The direct route between
24— Winds
Mr. and Mrs. Evere't Baum are 31— -Chastised
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HA
26— Small measurement (abbr. of
visiting his home at Clark Island, but 32— Boredom
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN i
Pl.)
. Mrs. Baum will return to teach the 33— A pace
27— Fix
— Long cat
ISLAND
" t Baaed k District School another term. 35
2fr—Species of cuckoo
36— Parent
|
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. I'utnam, DtetUng 38—Old Norse poetry
28— Explosive
(Subject to change without notice)
Putnam and Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Jack- 40— 3.14150
34— Saloons (English slang)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
35— Withered
sen who visited laiet week in Ston 41— For example
8. 1924.
37—Era
ington returned home ' Satuiday 42— Anything which obstructs
a
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundaya
36— Unsophisticated
43— Not out
morning.
at 5 30 A M for Stonington, North Haven,
48— Swine
Vinaihaven and Rockland.
Mrs. Miriam Sellers and Mr. and ! 44— Prefix meaning new
45— Unit of resistance (elee. term)
46r—Type of willow tree
Returning leaves Ito-Wind at 1 30 P. M. for
M .. Amos Norton were dinner guests 48—Ovum
Vinaihaven, North Haveo. Stonington and
46— Japanese sash
Swan's Island
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Xbrt’on 40—Central part of wheel
47— Hastened
B H STINSON,
Christmfcta Day.
56—Above
51—Mimic
General Ageut
52—Parents
I
Charles Peterson fame home from 53—Perpetual!/
Rockland. Maine, Oct 6. ’92V
1 Eking,or Wednesday night to spend
The solution will appear In next Issue.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
1 Write today for our Catalog and the QUEEN Booklets and Folders. Know I
Christmas with his wife’here.
L. B. Smith had two giant hogs
of other sueceues. You will want to profit by them.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
but hTied by Fred Munroe Satur
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
Kendall Sc Whitney — Portland, Maine
F.st. 1858
Solution of Puzzle No. 9.
VINALHAVEN
day.
The pair dressed S50 pounds.
LINE. SPFCIAL ATTENTION TO
Floors always become worn quicker
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
Mrs A. F. Sleeper wishes to take
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
De Valois Commandery, No. 16. K.
this opportunity to request those who
LARGING.
than any other surface in the home.
still owe for Christmas Cards or T., held its installation of officers
s
370
Main Street, Rockland
dered from the Brown Book to please Friday evening ia Memorial hall, i
Edward
K.
Gould
of
Rockland,
Grand
•
forward
the
amount
to
her
aj
soon
as
A paint brush and a little
TOWN OF VINALHAVEN
convenient so ihe may close the ac- Captain General of the Grand Com- .
FIQjH QDB a
ARTHUR L ORNE
STATE OF MAIN|E «
■ count with both the church and the ma ndery of Maine was ins tai ring
N
r,UR3i3fi3
officer and Eminent Sir O. C. Ixine,
Unpaid taxes on land situated In the Town of Vinaihaven, In the County of Knox, for
■ompanyi
Hiie
year
1921.
Insurance
Cha. ies B adbury who has employ Past Commander of De Valois ComThe following Wst of taxes on real estate of Kfi-resident owners in the Town of Vi
ment in Bath spent Christmas at his mandcry, was Grand Marshal. The 1
naihaven aforesaid, for the year 1924, coujullltd to nie for (ollection for said Town on
Success >r to A. J. Cmklno & Co.
ceremonies were performed by Sir
tho twenty-first day of June. 1!»24, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that if said
home here.
S-E
taxes with hutertist and charges are not previously puid. so much of the teal estate taxed
417 MAiN RT.
- - OOCKLAND
Jesse Bleejier who rcme here to Knights Gould and I-ane in their '
ah is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Inclufing Interest and charges, will be su’d
spend Christmas is detained by ar. usual able and impressive manner.
wltliout further notice at public p- ction at the Xlenrorial Hall In said Town, on the first
Monday in February,
at nine o'elo<k A. M
Selectionu were played during the
j attack of la grippe.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
ir.siaT.ation by the orchestra, L. C.
. _C
Amount of Tax Due
1
Smith, violin; Gwen Roberts, clar
Dll ITISI Name of Owner
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
Description of Property
hicludLng Interest and
SIMONTON
inet; Kenneth Raymond, cornet; W.
<tiarKw
Residence
until 9 A. M and by Appolntraer
F. Ingerson, l-ap drummer; Albra
will always make floors fresh, rttractive and
At the meeting of the association Vinal Smith, piano. They also fur
RODWELL GRANITE CO.,—House and lot known as the Crnndall Hoime, be
Telephone 184
durable. It is made to withstand the constant
There was
tween land of Lucie E Coombs heirs and the Parsonage.
Value hind.
held Jan. 1 a new dance committee nished -music for the grand bull morning and evening.
THOMASTON. MF.
$150;
Value
buildings
$1000
.............................................................................
20
Mr.
scuffing of heels and the hard wear to which
■onsistlng of J. C. Melvin, Ray Slm- which followed the ceremonies. The special music at both services.
Valley house eoealled, and land. Land bounded N by town way, E. by
Laite has also been engaged for
• nton anil John Buzzell was eie.ted
land of Iloy Nlckeiwon, S. by East Main street. W by kind of Augusta
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
floors are subjected.
and march with Sir Kndghts and
Peaalec. also called the Yellow Boarding House. Value land, $150; build
to take the place cf the committee Ladies was led bj* the new comman next Sunday.
ing*,
$350
...............
.................................................................................................
Inside Floor Paint is easily ap21
HO
The picnic season was opened Sat
C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C.
wtioee tirm expired Dec. 31.
The der, Sir George -Strachan and wife.
l4md bounded N bj bund of Benj. Arey, E. by Sown way. S. by land
plied and dries over night wi th a
of Patience Thomas heirs, W. by land of Lucy Mossman, Elwell .lohn
I popular Saturday night dances will In Masonic hall nt 6 o'clock a Ixin- urday at Shore Acres by Mrs. E. C.
Chiropractor
Macintosh and her Sunday School
son.
VaJue laud, $25 ........................................................................................
good gloss. It is prepared m all
i be continued as usual, weather per quet was eerved.
The following
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
Land on east side of Indian Cteek, bounded X by land ot .1 S Black,
class at Camp Merrie Macs. Those
mitting
until
further
notice.
The
Graduate Palmer School of Chlropraotla
daughters of Sir Knights assisted as |
popular colors.
and 8. by laud of .1. Leopold & Co.. W. by Indian Creek. Value land $50
Office Hours;
Sullivan House, so-called, and buildings occupied by S. E. Smith
dan ing public is cordially invited waitresses: Marion Lyford, Phyllis present were:' Phyllis Black, Marion
Doiothj’
Value building, $150 ......................................... ..................................................
7 20 Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12; 2-ft;
to attend and all are assured a Black, Edith Nickerson Virgimia Lyford, Gertrude Vlinal,
7-8.
Tuesdays.
Thursdays, 10-12; 2-9;
One
haslf
(Vi)
Elizabeth
Crockett
lot
at
San<h.
Value
land
$200
..........
9
00
Cassie, Lucinda, Your.-g. PJthel Young.
good time.
Saturdays. 10-12. Tel. 866
Black, Gertrude Vinal, Elizabeth
Smith Point, sd-cadled, between Carter's Harbor and Sand Cove.
Value
Arlena
Kossuth,
Ha
villa
Arey,
Franland,
$1,000
......................
’
.
...................................................................................
t
48
00
The little snow fall of Saturday Littefield, Lida Greenlaw, Muriel1
•es Macintosh, Edltn Nickerson.
Land known as Cluff and Bee Hive lots
Value land $150 ..................
7 2o
will! make nice sledding and is wel Chiles ar.d Nina Ames.
The chefs Po'.Islilng Mill and water privilege
Value land, $500 ..................
DR. T. L. McBEATH
24 00
Distributors
I corned by those having wood to were Mrs. Mary Noyes. Mrs. Re- I Edith Beckman. Bertha Miller. Pau
Harbor Bam. so-called. Value building, $800 ...........................................
33 40
line
Hennigar.
On
their
arrival
at
Harbor
Quarry
and
Wharf
Value
land,
12,000
......................................
90 t)0
I move.
Osteopathic Physician
becca Arey and Mrs. Nellie Thomas
Feniakl Store und John Carver Store, u>-ca!!ed, eo.ner Mala and
ROCKLAND, ME.
R. W. Buzzell bus recently in During the banquet music was fur- i the comp each had duties assigned
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
High atrets.
Value building, $000 ................................................... ........
28 80
md
all
proved
to
be
fine
housekeepTelephone 136
stalled a radio in his home.
nished by the orchestra.
Harbor offl e building, near Steamboat wharf.
Valu. building, $200 ..
9 0I
•ts.
A
delicious
dinner
u~is
served
Curniaige
and
wagon
t-lied
near
Harbor
Barn
Value
building,
$50
....
2 40
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Ijawrence Miller and Eddie MarVirgil and Louie Smith who have !
at
the
noon
hour.
Lind
used
for
Stone
yard
bounded
N
by
land
of
Sands
Quarry
|>ro|>ert.v
Graduate
of
American School of
I cello are chopping for Flunk Ilol- been spending the holidays with
and land of Harbor QuarfW E bv land of Harbor Quarry, Clirt'f aud
O -can Bound Rebekah I>odge will
Osteopathy
! I Him.
Bee Hive lot, 8. by new job shop and Smith's Point, \Y by Sands
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. blew
Cove.
Value land. $500 ....................................................................................
24 00
Miss Elizabeth Coombs is at home e'llyn Smith, left Friday for AVbod- i have work at the regular meeting
Vi
New Stoneshed on above described land.
Value building. $800 ............
33 40
■—- ■Taring for her mother who is in fords to visit their brother Neil .Ian. 13.
Old Stone Shed on above described land.
Value $100 ............................
4 80
Capt.
and
Mrs.
E.
S.
Roberto
en

gather feeble health.
Pattern Shop.
Value building. $50 ..............................................................
Smith before returning to University
2 40
tertained friends at their home on
Blacksmith Shop,
Value building, $100 .....................................................
4 80
A New Ycar'is Eve party was hei'd of Maine.
Sand* wharf, so-cailed, including engine house, derrick, and machinery
New
Year
’
s
Eve.
Luncheon
Wits
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
• ii Community hall last Wednesday
Mrs. Harriet Jones of Rockland is : served.
Value land, $1,300; value building*. $200 ............................... ......................
72 00
night preceded by a baked bean sup spending a few days in town.
Sixteen (16> ediares Sands Quarry property. Value land, $800 ..........
38 40
The Famous Sheet Musle you see adver
M'rs.
B.
"K.
Smith
innrl
son
Clinton
Femald Boarding house, so-called.
Value building. $200 ......................
tised in all the leading magazines.
9 00
per arranged by the ladies. A good
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles are I will make their home this winter
New job shop, including machinery.
Value building and contens,
Over 220 selections—eend far
time was enjoyed despite the severe enjoying a short stay in Boston ,
$1,200 .......................................................................... ............................................
eatalogue
Mrs.
Sirflith
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
W.
cold weather.
A feature of the ev guests cf Mrs. William Grant.
t (nnpreewor building, including machinery.
YaJuc. $1,200 ..................
MAINE
MUSIC CO.. Rockland. Ma.
\V.
Ki
’
ttretpge.
Littlefle’.d house, so-i-alled on S. tide Mountain St., between laud of
asion was a "tin showei" for Mrs
Miss Efiza Patterson who has been
C. E. Wlilllams and land of Deborah Miller
Value land. $50 ; value
Merritt Carver, formerly Miss Gladyif home during the holiday recess left
10 8ft
buildings, $300 ........ .............................................................................................
Land and Quarry, known as the Reuben Carver Quarry, bounded X and
lirnwn.
RAZORVILLE
Friday to resume her teaching in
li. by all-ore, S by land of W. F. Lyford,
and S by land of Edna
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mathews and Somerville. Mams.
Banks.
Value land, $500 ...................................................................................
24 00
L. R. CAMPBELL
Mr. a.d Mrs. W. O. Mathews of
Mr. and Mre. Willard E. Overlock
The following students have re
Land known as Whnrff’a Qii.-ury, bounded X. by land of Fred Hall and
West l.inci “nville spent Christmas turned to University of Maine to re- visit ed in Union New Year’s Day. the
shore of Ltmc Cove, E. by land of Pea die & Bunker, W by
Attorney At Law
48 00
shore and 'and of Fred Hall Value land. $1,000 ............................
Day with Mr. anil Mis. E. L. M. th ?umr? their studies having spent guests cf Me. and Mrs. John L. How
7 20
Boarding home at Wharff’s Quarry on above lan«l.
\ able $150 ....
ews. Hosmer Bond road, and ienjoyed Christmas with their parents; Alice n’d.
They made the trip by auto.
9 Oft
Two (2) small dwellings on above* descrlbcil land.
Value $200 .....
875 MAIN ST_ ROCKLAND. ME.
48 00
Wharf Including derrick.
Value $1,090 ,...........................................
i splendid chicken dinner.
Leslie Savage hits bought the NelLubby, Dcriis Fifield and Ivan Poole.
Power house including conipreuHor and machinery
Value $1 000 ....
18 00
-on
Le.
mo
’
d
place
of
Elmer
Jones
Miss Sara Bunker returned Friday
John Ingersain place Ko-callcd, land bounded N. by town highwav. E'.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
January First, Miss Bicknell to Bristol. Conn., to resume her and will move on it in the early
and S by land of B G. Co., W. by land of H.
. Am»».
Value
ROCKLAND, ME. w Until
land. $150; ve.lue building, $150 .......................................................................
spring.
She wu-s the guest of her
11 give a discount of at least 10% teaching.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Partridge
Hour,e,
so-called,
situated
on
W.
Side
of
road
leading
to
The ther mo mote.* ranged from 10
on all goodn in her gift shop.—156-157 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bunko:
Granite Island. Value land, $50; value building, $50 ................................
to 20 degrees below zero in different
4uring the holidays.
Telephone 323
Ice w’harf, so-caJled, on west side of Sands OoCe, including land
bought of J. H. Sgnborn. Vnt’ue, $200 ... .......... .'......................................
Harry Snow has returned to Bates 1 places Thursday morning.
Tel. 72
Glover house for sale on Ta’boi
38 Summer Street, ■ - Rockland
Frank
Brown
wharf,
so-called
situated
a!
head
of
Sands
Cove,
adjoining
Eri.ci t Wellman and Edward Jones
avenue.
Robert U. Collins, Real College having epent the recess w.th
19 2ft
land of J IL Nelson helm.
Value $400 .....................................................
58-tf
his parents, Mr. and Mis. J. E. Snow, i are lumbering for B. H. Uncoln on
Estate.
129-tf
19 2ft
Land and buHdlngu on Dyer’s Island
Vu’.uq $400 ..................................
Successor to Thorndike & Hix. Coal Dept.)
9 60
Shaw
house
on
Dyer
’
s
Island
Value
$200
.................................................
The Memorial Association held its1 , the Alonzo G.;otton let.
Land ami Quarry at Citv Point. »o-ca!h<1, • including buildings and
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
'Me. and Mrs. W. E. Overlock had
annual meeting Thursday evening
wharf.
Value $1,000 ........................................ ........................................ • •
and the fallowing officers were cho- fir one of their Christmas presents a
Land and Quarry situated <zi north side of Granite Island.
Value
Diseases of the Eye;
48 lift
$1,000 .................................................................... .. ...............................................
sen: President, Mrs. Margaret E. box of fancy fruit from Rosa Clarke
2 4ft
Boarding house on above described land.
Value $ >0 ..............................
Refractions, Etc.
Libby; vice president, Mr«i. C. B. Vi and family of Venice, Calif.
Wild and wood land known as the Stephen ; Del ano property.
Value
nal; clerk, H. W. Fifield; treasurer.
Frank Poland has been here tak
24 ftft
407 MAIN STREET
$500 ...................................................................................... ....................................
BROWN,
CARELTON
J.
—
Land
and
buildings,
land
bounded
N
W
.
and
S
by
W. S. Vinal; trustees, L. R. Smith. ing account of stock for the past
Hear,: 9 t. 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
land of F. Hermann Ent. K. by land (Ur I* Coderberg and shore of
week at the H. M. Poland Co. store.
H. W. Fifield.
Residence. 21 Fulton Street. Tol. 391-J
17 4(1
Carver’s (ove. Value land. $50; value buildings, $275 ..........................
Office Telephone 493-W
Irvin C. Powell who has been laid GRAFFAM. HERBERT Land and buildings bought of F. S. Wai:« estate, sit
Me. and Mrs. C. S. Roberts and
uated
on
Lane
’
s
Island
socalled,
land
bounded
N.
by
shore
of
Carver
’
s
.Mr®- Frank Jones returned Friday up with the prevailing epidemic is
Harlmr, E by land of E C. McIntosh and others, S and W by shore.
from Boston.
Mrs. Faustina Rob out again
(12 23
Value land, $2,500; buildings, $1,500 ............................................................
H. M. He ROCHEMONT
erts who wau in the party remained
HAMILTON. MRS. .1. W - Land and buildings, land bounded N and E. by land
of F Hermann Est.. S. by town wuy, W. by land of R G. Arey. same
106 PLEASANT STREET
in Portland to visit friends.
4ft 67
now occupied by Jos. Morton.
Value land. $200; buildings, $600 .. ..
iHervey Knowlton of Freeport has
LIBBY GLl’E & PKODVCTS CO.- Lend and buildingR used as fish riant, glue
been the guest of hiis brother Ray.
factory and cold storage on easterly side of Carver’.; ILtrlxir (socalied)
PLUMBING HEATING
Including nwchtaery.
Miss Meta lngenson who spent
The land bounded North by land of Mrs Clara Smith end others. E
TEL. 244-W
Christmas with her parento, Mr. ahd
by land of Lew Smith and others, S. by land of Mrs. Charles Young,
IIT-lf
Mrs. Sidney Ingerson left Saturday
W. by Carver’s Harbor.
Value $1,000 ........................................................ ..
The huEdlngto consists of the following :
to resume her teaching at Pearl
WTiarf and buildings known as the main plant Including machinery
River, N. Y.
319 2ft
Value $6,(150 .............................................. ............................................................
21 0<»
•Miss Margaret Libby left Monday
Office buildings and fixtures.
Value $500 ...................................................
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
21 ftft
Salt house and shed.
Value $500 .................................................................
for Worcester. Mass.
.She was ac- '
24 ftO
Snroke house and shed
Value $500 ...............................................................
Attorney At Law
eomiptnieil by her sifter. Miss Ixlythe
Wharf and building used
Steamboat landing and f^dght shed.
72 HA
Libby, a student of the Katherine
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
Value $1,500 .........................................................................................................
381
ml
('(Mid storage building and store building* Value $8,000 ........................
Gibbs Secretarial School.
278 1ft 43t MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Glue factory Including machinery.
Value $5,800 ... .<............................
Union Church Circle will hold it's
14 4ft TeteoHonon—Office 468: House 803-W
Coal shed.
Value $300 .......... ................................................. ... .........
HOWE JAIME-H M., JR. Land on Cai.derwood s Point bounded \ by land ot
usual supper ;rt the \esti y Thursday
Special Attention to Probata Matters
’ Tucker Bahtnd, E by shoie, S by land of Tucker Da and and land
at 5.30.
The housekeepers are Mrs.
of W G. Thaver
Value $2,000 ....................................................................
98 <
H. W. Fifield, Mrs. (). C. 1 ane, Mm.
Buck’s Island (so-called) (bounded N. by shore of Thoumghtare. E by
A. C. MOORE
I. . R. Smith and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
land of (Ao. Carpenter and land of.Bailey WiUh.
Value
•• ••
8 i
CL. ROMAN.
Piano Tuner
Rev. Ro.l»ert E. Laite of Bargor
Collector of Taxon for the Town of Vlnalliavco.
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
preached at Union Church Sunday
Dec. tovim.
13«-T-a

I

20 PER CENT

Coned Your Disordered Stomach

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Complete canned menusare possible to the house
wife who insists on __ ,

HATCHET
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds

8—

/
Strictly a Floor Paint

. , IN'CUBATOUS
■
BROODERS

Made to Walk On

Famous For Big Hatches

1

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiii»i>iiiuniniiiiiinimmin)iiininiiimnniiimiiL2ig

Sherwin-Williams

Inside Floor

Pm

W. H. Glover Co.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

PEA COAL

$12.50
TON

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 6, 192$.
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I LEGISLATURE COMETH

THOMASTON
'The La.liv
Aid df th" Methodist
ctaurch will meet at the vestry Wed-

Thomas Meighan in
a George Ade story—
you know what that
means! A crackerjack
role for the star; a bar
rel of real laughs; a bat
of surprises; a picture
without a flaw.

n-twlay morning at 9.30 fir an all
day v, -sion.
Picni? dinner will be
served at n-obn.

bocal friends of Mrs. Guy binekin |
of Glencove will be interested to
learn that she is recovering from her
re.ent seve. e ill nests.
Charles Win then ba eh was sur
prised on his return h me New Year’s {
night to find a company of people in
full’ possession.
A jolly lot they
were and tlnv quickly hid Charles
on the -drive..
The following were
there: M:s Alta II h - as. Mrs. May
nard Crockett. Miss Margaret Perry,
Mrs. G. P». Thompson. >Jr. and M’s.
I’h’nest Thompson of Koekp rt. Mrs.;
Rate Thompson and daughter of
Maverick Square, lie kland and Mrs.
W. A. Marion of Norfolk. Va.
Naomi Averill returned to Pratt
Art Institute Saturday.
Winfield S. Hinckley died at the
home of his daughter last evenin.-;.
Services will be held Wednesday at
2 p. m.
Alfred M. Strout went back to
Dovvddin College Munday.
borinda Orne, Edgar and Elizabeth
binekin and Margaret Hanly have
returned to U. of M.
Miss Eliza neth Gillcnrest left for
Gorham Normal School Monday.
|
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Davidson of
Boston and Mists Elaine G. Wing of
Cohasset, Mass., returned to their
homes after spending a week with
Mrs. lb G. KiJborn.
Ralph C. Staples while running the
engine at Okie’s ice house Saturday
morning got his bootleg entangled
• in the belt and was drawn into it
and Was jamm d so hard that with
the power shut off he held a large
cake of ice in mid air.
A pair of
trousers were chewed as if a dozen
tats had been at them.
He was
taken to Silsby Hcwpltal where it
Was found no bones had been broken *
but that both legs wyre badly
bruised.
Mr. Staples was brought
to his home on Beechwoods street
Monday m a Ring acd was back on
the job today.
Mrs. Berg ; nd Miss Oliver were
Sunday guests of Mrs. James Feyler.
Miss Str lit and Mias Williams of
New Haven, Conn., were .weekend
guests at the Knox Hotel.
Miss

Maine Solons Will Convene
Tomorrow— Inauguration
Thursday—Caucuses To
night.
___

In Everybody’s Column

Every-Other-Day

THE TALK OF TH£ TOWN

Advertlsemcits In this coinnin not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents.
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words make a line.

Wanted

WANTED—Bell boy. THORNDIKE HO'The 82d session of the Maine beg
TEL.
2 tf •
kdature convenes tomorrow, anal
WANTED TO BUY—otd almanacs 1630 to
Ralph O. Brewster of Portland will 1779, old booksthefore lSlH), documents, etc.,
Postage Stamps before 1870
Will call.
be inaugurated ns governor the fol old
At the C M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
153-7
lowing day.
Following the custom 602 Main St., (’ity.
WAITED—■Young lady for company nights
of many years Leclakcure will then
Will (five free room in payment. A|q>ly in
Comedy
probably adjourn until next Tues person. Mrs. JAMES HANLEY, 66 Pleasant
street, City.
2M
day.
The legislative caucuses will
“MY
WANTED— A Work Horse, must he a good
be held tonight.
in the woods- 1300 or T400 lbs. C.
The Senate consists of 30 Repub worked
H PLt’MMER. North Appleton. Me
1 tf
WANTERING BOY”
licar.s and one Democrat. Harry I’WANTER—Rimmucfs. 37 WILLOW STREET
bane of Andre noggin county, while Tel. 312-M
1*6
the House of Representatives will
WANTED—LADY Sellhug agent for Knox
contain 122 RepuWioang and 29 Dem County; nome. stores, offices. References re
3
quired
High School student preferred.
ocrats.
Three candidates are in- the lineup Call for Interview 7 p. ni. 1HSTK1BCTOR.
27 Purchase St.
137-tf
,1*
for the presidency of the Senate.
—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
Hodgdon Q. Buzzell of Waldo County 12 WANTED
feet.
Must be first class condition and
Frederick W. Hinckley of Cumberland cheap
JOHN 0. STEVENS, Burpee Furni
149*tf
County and Harmon O. Allen of York ture Ci., Rockland.
County, with the possibility that
We are putting on a Rug and Art Square Sale that will literally be the talk of
Senator Stetson H. Hussey of Aroos
For Sale
took may enter the contest.
the town. We have OVER 200 ART SQUARES in our show rooms, the
Representatives William
Tudor
FOR SALE—No 5 Smith Premier type
largest
single display- east of Portland, and from this great stock we will for
writer
and
Standard
Sewing
Machine
com

PRESENTED BY
Gardiner of Gardiner and Geta-ge C.
27 HIGHLAND STREET. Tel. 62 W.
Wing. Jr., are the two candidates for plete
ADOLPH ZUKOK.
a
limited
time deduct 20 Per Cent from the old price, though the market is
3-5
IN
the speakership of the House and
FOR SALE-Oak Dining Table, tine oak
IV
constantly
rising.
both have had quite a lot of letgis stand, white iron beda, spring, youth’s rul
ing saddle, etc. Call at once 30 HOUMES
lative experience.
3*5
\
Secretary of State Frank W. Ball ST., City.
For example-—
FOR SALE—Store of Raymond Jordan. 147
will be opposed in the Republican
’
ark
Street,
with
contents.
Fine
business
9x12' Bigelow-Hartford Axminster ........................................................... $48.00
caucus for re-nomination by b. Er stand.
nest Thornton of Belfast, secretary
FOR SALE—The L. A Weiss house, comer
8.3x10.6 Bigelow-Hartford Axminster..................................................... $44.00
of the senate, Raymond W. Fellow.- Brewster and Cedar streets: all modem im
One of the
of Bangor, Clement F. Robinson of provements : oak floors, etc
All other sizes in the same proportion
w
Portland, deputy attorney genera!, finest places in Rockland.
By GEORGE ADE
FOR
SALE
—
The house of Mrs. Sliute at
Compare these prices wtih prices charged elsewhere for the same high standard
and J-Ycd F. bawrence of Skowhe head of Rankin street, on Old County Road,
gan. the present state bank eonmais- better known as the Clara Rachelder place.
goods.
sioner. are the candidates for attor House and buildings in good repair. Acre
and half of land
ney general, while Commissioner of
L. W. BENDER.
Agriculture Frank P. Washburn of
Real Estate Dealer
2 North Main St.. Rockland, Mt.
Perry and State Treasurer WilMnm
3-5
b. Bonney- cf Bowdoinham will be
— Glover house on Talbot ave
ROCKLAND, MAINE
re-nominated without opposition in nueFOR SALE
ROBERT U. COLLINS, Real Estate
the Republican caucus.
Rockland.
Tel
Two members of the present exe
FOR SALE—^)ne horse sled in good shape
cutive council, beroy R. Folsom of Price $18, and would like to buy some nice
cabbage
in small or large lots. EDWIN A
Norridgewock aiid Robert J. Pea
DEAN, City. _Tel. 321-5.________ 2-7
cock of Lubec, will be returned to
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, JAN. 8
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish.
the coming council without opposi Used
in Rockland for sixty years.
Large
tion.
The first district will seleit bottle 60c: small bottle 30c. Bl'RPEE Pl'R
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., JAN. 9
NITVRE
COMPANY.
1 tf
William S. Iannell of Portland, the
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Cap?
second district Albert J. Stearns of
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., JAN. 10
Strout is the d lughter of Rev. J. W.
Norway, th? third district Ralph F. Charles E. Hall, Middle St. Heights. AR
THUR L. OBNE, 417 Main St.: Rockland.
fc’-trout of the Congregational church.
Burnham of Auburn and the sixth
1 tf
Dr. Ralph Reed of Central Islip.
NEXT WEEK “OUTWITTED”
district Belmont A. Smith of Bangor,
FOR SALE—3 second hand upright pi
i N. Y.. was calling upon friends in
it now appears, without opposition. anos ; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
town M uid iy.
It is the understanding here that music cabinet; 1 "Victor: 1 fiat back man
Jamies McLaughlin, the tailor has
the contest far member of the ex dolin. V F. STUDLEY INC., Music Dept
1-tf
moved hit? business from Main street
ecutive council from the fifth dis
FOR SALE—9-room house ; hot water heat
to his house on Wadsworth street.
CAMDEN
trict, comprised of the counties of cement
ROCKPORT
cellar; modern improvements; large
The church' s are uniting this week
Han?ock. Waldo, Knox and Lincoln. garden. New grocery business well stocked
in holding services.
The appointM
C».
GURNEY.
X Park St . Camden.
1 tf
between
Wiley
C.
Conary
of
Miss Marjorie Winnett of Quincy,
There will be a Masonic Assembly
ments.aTc as follows: Tuesday even
AND CONTINUING UNTIL JANUARY 10
FOR SALE— Four months old rabbit dog.
Bucksport, a former member of the
Thursday evening.
M
iss.,
was
the
recent
guest
of
Mns.
ing at the Baptist church: Wednes
lower branch of the legislature, and MEDOMAK CAMP FA1LM. Waaliingtdh. Me.
Annie
I,.
Small.
Barge
Ampere
has
been
discharg

2*4
day and Friday evenings at the
It
Mrs. Georgia. Patch of Beverly, ing coal for the G. H. Thomas Fuel Guy E. Torrey of Bar Harbor.
FOR SALE—Bungalow, 25 Chestnut street.
Congregational church: Friday even
seems to be the opinion that Rob New
Mass.,
is
in
town
called
here
by
the
tivis year. Cidl on premises. M. \V.
Co.
ing at the M. E. church.
The hour
ert J. Peacock cf Lubec xyill be cho- 'RTLWNOS Tel 1*1-J
P3
illness
and
death
of
her
brother,
Wil

will be 7.
The annual installation of officers
as chairman of the council.
FOR SALE—Horse weighing about 1400
The Thorr. ision High School or liam Douce tt.
cf Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies’
Included among a large variety pounds. Gentle, affectionate and capable.
Electric light® have been in uf the Grand Army of the Republic,
chestra will meet on Thursday af
!•::
of measures which will engreu-s the WILLIAM KOSTER. Broad street
ternoon at 3.30 in the main room for stalled in the residence of Chester was held Friday evening. The of attention of the Solons for the next
FOR SALE—Four rabbit hounds, 6 months
j
Wentworth
on
Amsbury
Hill.
1-6
rehearsal under the direction t-i
ficers are: President. Grace M. •three months or so will be measures old E. I MAS<i\. < ,'iijiu. Me.
Arthur
Herbert Kirkpatrick.
j tincK.
ri
It is hoped
ncpt ii
----------- K. Walker left Friday to Howe: Senior Vice President. Mabel to repeal the direct primary law, al
FOR BALE—2 tube Radio set. using Acm/
few
days
with
his
brother
that the afternnoon rather than even- i sPen^ a
Whyte: Junior Vice President, Cal though it is understood that an ef transformer WD-12 tubes, aerial, phones,
A bargain.
be more
eonvenier.t for Ambrose Walker in Boston.
ing hour will be
nv
lie Thompson: Secretary. May B. fort will be made to do away with batteries, mahogany cabinet
Complete $40
Tel. P.»4 2 5 BAY VIFAY
Enos
E.
Ingraham
has
been
oonevery ne, particularly members liv
Young: Treasurer, Margaret Con this system through the medium of SQUARE
«
!•;;
lined
to
his
home
by
illneas
for
the
ing at a distance.
ant; Chaplain, Clara Pullen; Patri the initiative and referendum, to
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered
past week.
otic
Instructor.
Elizabeth
Conant;
Mrs. Abagail Reed
CHARLES IlELIN, Rockville.
prohibit the apiwopriation of funds $13 cord
Th Twentieth Century <d)ub will
Tel. 332-21.
150-4
Mrs. Abigail Reed, widow of be entertained Friday afternoon at Conductor. Addie Bushby; Assist for sectarian and religious schools
Conductor.
Roxella
Whitehouse;
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and in junks,
to build a bridge across the Kenne
James Ileed. died at the home of her the home of Mrs. Elinor Robinson.
delivery
Tel. 169-4 Thomaston
Guard. Bertie Heal; Assistant Guard. bec River, to tax Intangible property, quick
sister in Weld boro Friday. The fam
Mrs. A. T. Carrell was in Rockland
or write R J. COGAN, Thomaston, Maine.
ily lived in Thomaston many years Sunday called by the death of her Hester Wadsworth: Registrar, Eve to reduce the taxation of steam rail
150M6
lyn Bridges: Musician. Annie Bow road companies, to provide for a
where a larg family of bays was cousin, Frank Storer.
FOR SALE—We hare a parlor, iiluary anu |
ON EVERYTHING EXCEPT
den:
Counselor. Florence Curtis. nine-inch lobster law,’to increase the bed room set, including mattress and spring, i
brought up.
Her maiden name was
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith cf RockBest qua!ity of used modern furniture which 1
Abigail Welt.
Mrs. Reed was a :.nd was the guest of Milsis Marion The Installing officer was Lena A tax on gasoline from ore to three we will sell or exchange for antique fumlStrong. Vice Pre.^Went of the De er.ts, to provide for a bond issue for
quiet, ir.dustro.us woman, devoted to Weidman Sunday.
ture. COBB & DAVIS.
115-tf
partment of Maine.
A meeting of
FOR SALE —Large Hub healer*No. 317,
her huabar.d and boys.
Her i m in
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Condon of Bel the sewing circle was held in the bridges and highway, to ratify an
amendment
to
the
federal
constitu

life was to make the best possible fast were in town recently, called by
heat generator anil circulator attachment
afternoon and supper served at 6 tion forbidding the employment of Excellent condition.
A bargain for cash
men of h r children and she lived to the illness of their parents, Mr. and
Can be seen at 64 SUMMER ST.. City.
o’clock at which there was a large child labor, to reduce the number
fee her eff rts rewarded.
In 1897 Mrs. J( si h Parsons who have been
135-tf
attendance. Plans are being made deer allowed a person in the season
she united with th • Baptist < hurrh in ill with the grippe.
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’e
for a series of auction parties to be from two to one. to give better pro
Thontiaton and held her membership
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built: sightly
Herb rt Pars ns and Lloyd Whitheld at the homes of members. The tection to the branding of certified location close by shore.
Garage and out
There at he • de -ease.
Funeral s - | more of North Haven were recent
ROCKLAND, MAINE
444 MAIN STREET
first
will
be
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
buildings, water in house
Acre and half
potato
seed,
to
provide
for
compul

\ ices are be: ng h Id i.t the home of | uests of their uncle, Josiah Parsons.
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
Al
Strong. Jan. 14. Anyone wishing to sory automobile insurance, to put
a bargain.
Address DR. 1. B. GAGE, At
her sister in Wald b j this Tuesday,
buy a ticket or reserve a table may more teeth in the law’ pertaining to lantic. Me
57*tf
lnhrmer.t will be in k* in Thomi do so by calling Mrs. Strong. Mr
William Doucctt
dogs chasing deer, to prevent the
ton. The > >n« who survive her are
Florence Curtis. Mr*. Annie Bcwden use of daylight saving time in some
Alton Reed of Mornnuth, Fred and
Io Let
William Doucett aged 58 years, or Mrs. C. I. Lincoln. Refreshments
of the cities and the project for a
Hollis of I* .viden <•. R. I.. Dr. Ralph died Friday at his home on Union
will
be
served.
water storage basin in the Dead Riv
TO LET—Two large double offices, each
Ret I of C •ntn.'l Islip, N^ Y., and street.
Used Cars
He was Ijprn in New Edin
rlth fireplace and private office
Fine op
Miss Virginia Sinrpson has return er region.
Samuel Re. I of Thm.ush n.
burgh, Nova Scotia, March 5, 18641.
portunitv
for
doctor,
lawyer,
dentist
or
os
ed to Gorham Normal School after
Some are already predicting that teopath. Low rent
1921 AMERICAN SIX. just orMliaulcd and
Best location in Thom
Fi r a bout 40 years he has been a res
H. H. STOVER & CO., Thomaston. in first class condition—tires practically new
at Pillsbury’s ident of ltcckport, and was a man spending the Christmas vacation at the session will be short, but how aston.
l’re-in\entity
—A bargain ’f sold at oflee. BERT ANGEL.
;Te!
130.
RiN'khtnd.
Tel
819.
1-tf
the home of her parents, Mr. and short no one seems to care to vent
inclusive—ad v. well known anil» respected.
Dec. 30 to Jan
Gray G<iil Restaurant, Linierock St , R'wrHe was
TO LET—Single room, also light house land.
ure a guess. K can be safely put
144*tf
a lime . tevedore and for 32 years Mrs Fred T. Simpson.
keeping.
rooms.
MBS
MILLIJiA.X,
16
StiniMrs. Georgia Goggin is suffering down that the legislators will l«e in nrer street Tel. 81 -M
WARREN
2-4
lias foil* wed that occupation in this
NOTICE
Augusta passing laws for their conspent town, until laid aside by an injury from a broken leg and dislocated
Mi. tin 1 Mrs I'r.ink Hi
TO LET—Tenement at 36 Mechanic street.
Notice is hereby given of lows of deposit j
stitutents on the fitt?l day of April.
Inquire MRS W S KliXXlSTOX, 176 Main book numbered 926 and the owner of said j
the weekend visit, ng in Appleton.
thii e years ago and at that time was ankle as the result of falling on the
St.
Ted.
278R
2-tf
book
asks for ilupflcate in accordance witii |
ice
Frid-^k
(Mrs. bin retia Easier and
Fred employed by the ‘ Rockland & Rock
of the state law
The Camden Dramatic Club is re
LET—Two furnished light housekeep- theSE(provisions
babi’cek were week-nd guests in port Lime Corporotion where he was
TENANT
’S HARBOR I ingTOrooniK
T'RITV TRUST GO. Union Maine
with al! modern conveniences. Branch by lohn H. WilliwiiBS, Mgr.
j
Skowhegan.
a faithful and trusty employe. Be hearsing a play which will be put on
I Also double garage. TEL 111-W
1-tf
Chester Cartner is moving into sides a wife he leaves seven chil for the benefit of the District NureAt the O. B. S. annual meeting laist
NORTH
NATIONAL
BANK
IS SHOWN BY YOUR LOCAL INVESTMENTS
TO LET—Five room tenement with electric
the mill tenement rv'-ently va ated dren: Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby of ing Association.
Fr.ilny evening the present officers light#. At Corner Broadway and Park Sts.
The stockholders of the North National
Mrs.
C.
D.
Wadsworth
is
in
the
by bev< re Jones and family.
Mr. R -kport, be F< rest Doucett of Uarnwere re-elected. namely:
Fannie TBL 438-J or APPLY AT 89 PARK STREET Bank are hereby notified that their nnual
meeting will lie held at their Banking Roottfl
The Water Company offers its Preferred Stock
1*3
Jor.es has moved to his newly con den, M.ns. Minnie Small of Rock Knox Hospital for treatment. Mrs. Morris,
worthy matron: Charles
on Tuesday. January 13, 1925. at 1«» o’clock
Kimball
is
substituting
for
her
in
TO LET—Furnished room. MARY WIG- A M.. to transact the following business:
structed bur.gal iw on Cook street.
Ka'.loch, worthy
patron;
.Mary
(
land. Charlton, Casper, Mabel and
to its customers on attractive terms.
1*3
To fix the number of anil elect! a Board of j
Alfred Sheldon has been acting as Lewis of Rockport.
Trask, associate matron;
A lire GIN SPEAR, 33 Limerock street
During the the third grade room.
Mrs. F. K. Morrow is visitfng in Wheeler, eeeretaty: Blanche Sim
TO LET—Tenement at 5 Lisle St.
Apply Directors for the ensuing year, and for the
substitute fur bevere Jones at the months <d his illness his suffering
MRS F. H. SANBORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel. transaction of such other business as may
The price per share is $95.00
mill power house the past few days. has been aJleciated *by the <-onstar.it Portland a few days.
the mfeetlfig.
mor.9. tretsurer: Daisy Torrey <on137-tf properly come before
Per order,
Frank Koldnson has returned to du -tiers; Harriet Wheeler, ass ■ iate 9$3-W.
* Mi.-sos P tha end Na; y Starrett f are and devotion of his family. Hi
TO LET—Garage at 10 PLEASANT ST
K
F
BERRY.
Cashier.
spent the holidays with their par- ’s also survived by three brothers his home in Danville, Ill. after a conductress.
The remaining officers
150*tf
Rockland. Dec. 12, 1924
151-T-5
The interest rate is $6.00 per share
en'ls. Mr. and M'rs. Aaron Starrett.
Robert and be«lie visit with Mrs. E. E. Roakea. Mrs. are af>fstinted by the worthy tra
and five• sisters.
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
F. E. Percy bought a beagle of Doucett i f New Edinburg, N. S., Itribiiu-Ton wil! ixnrairn for several Iron.
Refreshments
of
toffee, all modem conveniences. P. L. HAVENER.
Call at the office of the Company and obtain full
annual meeting of the Stockholders of
Thomaston parties Saturday.
sandwiches and sweets were served Tel. 792 IL___________________________ 116-tf theThe
Vincent of Rockland, Mrs. Georgia weeks longer.
Security Trust Company will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresrifthan in the banquet hall.
Much talk is heard about town I ’itch, Mrs. Minnie Chisholm, Mrs.
Xan Allen and
its banking rooms at Rockland, Maine, on
particulars
Miscellaneous
concerning the raid of a larger Annie M Grath of Beverly, Mass., who have been Christmas guests of Alice Wheeler were the comn ittee.
Tuesday. January 13, 1025. at two o’clock
in the afternoon, for the choice of a Board
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRINC
cliiynio.a 1 sin
Friday’s fire at the Mrs. ’Charlotte
White of Salem, Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Dougherty, have An unusually large number of rneni
of Directors and an Executive Committee
THTR iMAUOMBER. 23 Amsbury St.,
Pa la rd h••u.-e.
P ssibly the town Mars., Mrs. Alice O'Brien of New returned to Pittsfield. Mass.
liers were present.
for tin- ensuing year, and for the transaction
land. Me.
Tel. 945-M.
Edwin Anderson has returned to
»f such other business as may legally come
need not get as large.ati engine an York City.
Miriam Rebekah bodge of Rock
Funeral services were
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, phot edge, before them.
Cliemi- al No. 1 of Rockland, whose held Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock Bellow's Falls. Vt„ after spending land wan unable to visit Puritan ReJ C PERRY. Clerk.
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLqui lt run and ti fined nun were po at his home. Rev. J. N. Palmer of the the holiday vacation with his par heki h b:tdge at a special meeting on MAN MORSE. 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M
Rockland, Maine, Dec. 13, 1924
150-T 4
tent factors in chicking the confla Methodist church offi dating.
Inter ents, Mr. and Mrs. b. b. Anderson.
X
l-tf
New Year's night as planned hereMiss Josephine Paul left Monday fore the degree was conferrt d -by
gration Friday.
Warren needs a ment was in Sea View cemetery.
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS
ANNUAL MEETING
C. 0 HAR
for Boston after a visit of several the home lodge on three candidates. done promptly. Go anywhere
chemical of a size that will carry
ADEN
Tel. 156 M or 629 4.
l-i*
The annual meeting or the stockholders of
hose ar.d ladder's.
What protection
Judge Friend reprimanded a wit weeks with her parents. Mr. and Mrs Misses Evelyn and Kathleen Itnrtef
the
Thomaston
Bank, for choice of
PEDIGREED SCOTCH AND COLUMBIAN directors, and National
is more n< ressiry than that against ness and made him desist from chew A. b. Paul.
and Miss Nettie Rawiey (formerly of COLLIE
such other business ab
PUPS Buy your wife or children
Camden took 7th prize at the bew- Wlndsorville). A picnic suppir fol the nrost devoted pup on earth ; one that will may legally come before them, will be held
lire? by mi, Ma.-o.. w uld l'ik- to buy ing gum in a Chicago court.
at their banking rooms, on Tuesday, January
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
BANK
iston .Milk Contest. Samples were lowed.
back Tiger Engine No. 4.
If terms
The tables were Ipretttly remain through sunshine and shadow to life’s 13. 1925, at 1.30 p. m.
Per order, F. H
Circulars free. SWEET REST KEN JORDAN, Cashier.
could be arranged, would it r.ot he
F H. Lehman of Rocky Ridge, O., sent from the local herds of H. H. decorated and a New Year gi '-ting end.
NELS. Thorndike. Me
157-8
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. 8, 1924.
148-T-3
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
well to disp se of the hand tub use has served as mayor of his town for Nash. R. W. Cripps. Raymond Sim
wan at ea '1 place.
ba urn Rawiey,
PALMER MARINE ENGINES—Prices re
less in its present condition, and let more than 28 years
onton and Charles Cavanaugh.
Margaret ‘:.. hrist and Mabel W ilson duced
Nov. 13th.
Send foe catalogue and
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of de
this be the nucleus of a fund to be
were the committee.
new price list.
10-12 h p' $395.
15-18 posit book numbered 5732 him! the owner of
Office Hours, 9 to 3
——sBig reduction on other sizes. said book asks for duplicate in accordance
used toward more modern equipment.
Mrs. Nelson Gardner enter- lined h p. $590
BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland, with* the provisions or the State law.
SE
Why wait for a horrible demons tui
at The Wayside New Year's Day PALMER
Me.
_ ________ ______ _____ ______ 140-8
CURITY TRUST CO . by Elmer C. Davis,
tion of the 1 , vcc a big fire will
Miss Gertrude bowe and Miss I.ucy
Saturdays, 9 to 12
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at Treasurer. Rockland, Dec. 23. 1924.
make to act. upon th:- question?
|
Marsh of Rockland.
z 154-T-3
the Rockland Hair Store, 3?6 Main St. Mail
The Co rreg iborial and Baptist I
A few friends and neighbors joined orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
NOTICE is hereby given that the owner
churche s are <»bving a week of 8b
,1-tf
Xeison Gardner recently at The
of Stock Certificate No. 3073 of the Rock
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent
land Loan and Building'Association has no
prayer with union
meetings each j Jjy
Wayside, it being his birthday
Ice
Lost and Found
tified the Association of the loss of said Cer
evening at 7 p. m.
cream and cake and a birthda cake
tificate and that she desires a duplicate isThe Ladles c.i .• < f the Cong’<LOST—MONDAY—'Fur lined glove.
Find- Ifcd.
were served and music was ei joyed
RiH h.LAM) LOAN ANI) BUILDING
: : JOIN THE : :
r can return it or call and get the other ASSOCIATION. H. O. Gundy, Secretary
gationul ehur -h wiii hold their an- S1
Sidney Dow visited C. E. Giegfory one.
JOHN
BEATON
at
Studley
’
s
Furniture
Rockland,
Maine, December 27, 1924
nual meeting < n Thu
lay and will|W
in Glencove Sunday.
Store
2*4
137-T-G
mtert.aln th< church < oir.
|
Mrs. Frank Smalley of Port Clyde
SN&WMAN,Ml. 672-R ilws all kirn* ot
LOST
—
.Monday
morning
photo
and
letter
was the guest of her son Eugene addressed to American Weekly Pattern Co Trucking and Moving
Austin b. Kirk at- 1 7a y--. rs died | 2j
1 i*tf
The best equipped plant in this section of the
&
Return to MRS. NOKKIS BARTLETT, Lake
Crouse during Christmas week.
Frida y •
3*f»
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dow of Mar Ave . City.
Amor.K the ninny Cl., s ma
: : at the : :
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
LOST—Barton bag between ca> barn and
tinsville and James Ha'l of Elmore
ings whi.-h arrived nt our l’<u
Maverick Square.
Contained school hooks
called on their father. Dodge Hall. and small purse
this year, the one having tile io
Finder please notify
I
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery
New Year's Day.
HELEN GREGORY, Rockland or telephone
journey was receive,! by Mr.
3-5
a k. ’
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall have re 754-3.
.Mrs. It. J. Andrews tlu lusi
W.
P.
STRONG
LOST—Between Broad street and Main
turned from Waldoboro after spend
it came from the l’ar E -1. Jerusa
THOMASTON, MAINE
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
ing Christmas week with their street, by way of tymeroek street, a pigskin
lem. The Holy band, an-1 was sent
••
- •<«
aurse containing a small amount of money.
WALL PAPER
daughter, Mrs. Albert Elwell.
by J. C Ma.vphe, a nativ of JeruReward. THIS OFFICE.
2-4
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
-A small amount each week means a check next
aaiehl-'I*'- -Mayphe wi!i In l'eLOST—Collie dog. dark and tan TEL.
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Boston
Transcript. — President 18-2. Thomaston or write ALBERT CONDON,
meir.'liered as oik- of the art.sis travTelephone Connection
Christmas time. Enroll Nov/.
SUPPLIES
'232
Main street. ThoruaMon
2*1
Coolidge
makes
it
plain
that
lie
does
ejin.tj wiiii the ClmutmiQiia i!u< o
T-tf
EAST
UNION, MAINE
THOMASTON,
MAINE)
as
a
*
FOUND
—
Fountain
pen
on
North
Main
St.
four yeaiw ngo and lectured
. ............. Jou“l,j
TuAS-tf
Call COURIER GAZETTE.
2-4
tinu- on the Holy baud.

Proof"

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

20% Discount

In Effect Today

We are going to remodel our store and must
reduce stock
OUR LOSS-YOUR GAIN

ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL-NO EXCHANGES

20% Discount

MAZDA LAMPS AND MAYTAG WASHERS
A. T.

-

[JRSTON "

Your Faith

In Your Home Tpwn

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

c c c

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB
THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
In Addtional tr personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................ 770

Mrs. J. A. Burpee is chairman of
the committee which has charge of
the Country Club auction party
Thursday afternoon.
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*'T311is Mills has returned to Syra
cuse University.

9

9

Orders Not Taken
by Mail or Telephone
On This Day

GOODS BOUGHT
at SALE CANNOT
BE RETURNED OR

EXCHANGED^
225 Clerks to Insure
Prompt Service

9

Garland Class of the Methodist
Sunday school is expecting the
largest crowd ever, when it meets
with Mrs. Roscoe Staples Thursday
evening. Everyone had such a nice
time at the last meeting that no one
can afford to miss this one Meet all
the new members and have a jolly
evening.

S'

9

SATURDAY
AND
MONDAY

Marks the twenty-fifth

JANUARY

Nine Cent Day Sale
12
SATURDAY, 9:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.

9

MONDAY, 9:00 A. M. TO 5:00 P. M.

225 SALESPEOPLE TO INSURE PROMPT SERVICE

9

Throughout all these 24 years, our Nine Cent Day has been growing each successive year, from a small counter of 9 cent articles handled by two
salepeople, to one of the biggest Events in our merchandising history, and has been our custom to make each successive sale bigger than before,
we expect and know that the year 1925 will eclipse all previous records. We think it wise to give our patrons two days’ sale on account of the congest
ed conditions of our store throughout the day, as hundreds of customers cannot be as well served, even with our tremendous force of salepeople,
so, to insure better service and give our out of town customers a chance to participate and get their share of the good things we are to offer, we
elect Saturday and Monday, January 10 and 12, as Nine Cent Days. You will find the same good values a was given Nine Cent Day 24 years ago.
We make this announcement for the benefit of the many new families recently added to our list of shoppers. We expect every family in our
city to be represented as well as all the families from the surrounding towns and villages., Many of the articles on sale will be listed in the Thursday
issue of The Rockland Courier-Gazette. This diy to many of our patrons needs no advertising; but to our new patrons this announcement will
give some idea of what they may expect.

,

__

’. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton returned
•from Boston Saturday.
•
___
‘ Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens have
^returned from a trip to Now York.
—
• In a letter received by Mrs. H. B
jjValtz. from Mrs. Fred B. Robbins,
,who. with her daughter Nathalie is
•pending the winter in St. Peters
burg, Fla.. Mrs. Rdbbins tells of a
Jtew toll bridge /cross Tampa Bay
tfpore than five miles long.
The fiist
Sunday 30.o00 , persons and 4,0!hJ
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
jears crossed it.
•
♦ The Kalloch Class meets Thursday
Jwith Mrs. Sarah Lufkin, Glencove. to
W. S. White is in Boston on busi
jdo White Cross work.
ness.

9

Saturday and Monday, JANUARY 10 and 12,1925

____

J Mr. and Mrs Elmer Marston and
itwo children were here from Port
land over Sunday.

»

FULLER COBB-DAVIS

Fui.ler-Cobb-Davis

A. J. Bates leaves Thursday for
New York, on business, but is
panning another Rockland vist be
fore he goes away for the season.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Joseph who
were called here by the illness of
jtlrs. Jaseph's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
.Charles Porter, have returned to
'their home in Fitchburg. Mass. Mr.
",and Mrs. Porter are both improving
«lowly. The latter is at Silsby Hos
pital.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

9

- S. T. Kimball ai.d sou Thayer have
returned from a trip to Bermuda.
They left Rockland Dec. 19 and never
saw a drop of rain or a -storm of
any kind during their a.l»senc$ in
spite of the fact that the South was
having quite a siege of bad weather
about that time.

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Fernald of
Hampton Beach. N. H„ are guests
of Mr. Fernatd's brother, Deputy
Marshal Walter J. Fernald.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9- 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Miss Franpes Snow has returned
to Radcliffe College after spending
the Christmas holidays with her par
ents, Mayor and Mrs. Snow.

City Clerk B. R. Keene lias return
ed from Brooklyn, where he has 'been
visiting his son Bertram.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Page Seven

To miss this sale will be your loss
1

9

l'ULLE R - Coi J B-1)AVI s

9

999999999999999 99999999999999999999
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
E. W. Gross is ill at his home.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
STRAND THEATRE

Mrs. Harry Dc Forest Smith of
"The Bandolero,” a romance of
•' The Woman’s Missionary Society
Richard ntul Sydney Snow. Hiram Amherst, Mass., came last night to’
Connected with the Baptist* church, Crie and Frances Tweedie have re visit his mother. Mrs. C. F. Wood, Spain, in which the vendetta i f par
Jtneetn Wednesday afternoon wit 1 turned to Colby.
ents and the love of a boy and girl
at “The Laurie.”
Sirs. Emily Brainerd, Masoni street.
are woven against a background of
Conrad Howard ha,s returned to
Mrs. Hurry Gurdy will entertain the
i ’ Miss Mabel Spring has returned his studies at Bowdoln College, after [ Charity Club Friday at her home on bullfights and mountain brigandage,
is having it» final showings today.
•to Fall River, after spending th, hol having 'spent the holidays at his1 Masonic street.
idays in the city. '
"Janice Meredith." Marion Davies's
Broadway home.
--»
Guest Day will he observed by the newest picture, which comes for
Mr. and Mas. Donald It Weeks,
John Black departed Saturday ^or Methebesec Club at the Copper Kettle Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
who have been -upending the lioli- Bethlehem. Penn., to resume his Friday afternoon at 2.30. The pro combines a charming love story and
<Jay with Mr. Weeks' parents. Mr. and studies at Lehigh University where gram will include vocal solos by Mrs. a series of dramatc thrills witii the
Jlrs. F. L. Weeks, Highland street, he is a member of the Freshman Grace Armstrong, readings by Mrs.
most imi»rtant events in the found
thave returned to Solon.
Grace Rollins, violin solos by Miss ing of the American Republic.
Class.
For
Adelaide Cross, and an address by magnitude. Tor dramatic sweep, for
iMrs. Harold G. Cole returned Sat
Rev.
C
A.
Knickerbocker.
The
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown leave
sheer splendor and magnificence of
urday from Brewer, where she spell1. this afternoon for an eight weeks’ hostesses will he Mrs. Nellie Hall, settings anil costumes, it sur-] kisses
<thc holidays.
sightseeing tour which will take them Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Mary anything heretofore accomplished by
to 'the Pacific Coast via New Orleans, Gardner. Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. Miss Davies. It is from the fapious
A sort of spontaneous farewell nd hack home by the middle route. Emma Shaw, Mrs. Grace Armstrong, novel by l*aul Leicester Ford.
dance by the young people who were They will bp joined in New York Mrs. Anna Gay and Mrs. Edith Bev
"Janice Meredith,” can lie called a
home on their Christmas vacations by Henry A. Howard, Mrs. Leola erage.
screen epic of the American Revolu
f Was held Saturday night at the Rose and Mrs. Damle Gardner. Mrs.
tion.
I.t embraces the entire Revo
['Copper Kettle It wasn’t given, for Rose and iMrs. Gardner will make a
The Woman's Foreign Missionary lutionary era from 1775 to 1773. More
the party, like the famous child. somewhat longer stay on the Coast Society will meet with Mrs. Mary than 7,500 actors, including one of
» ,“Just grew,” but did resolve itself and will visit Mrs. Kugg il New- Lit-tlehale, Thursday at 2.30 p. m. the most notable casts ever assembled
'Info a Jolly good time and gave the York before returning.
Mrs.' Ella Lurvy is to be program on tile screen appear in "Janice Mer
'collegians a happy last memory of
reader. There will be a solo by Mrs. edith.”—adv.
.the 1924 Christmas recess.
There will be a business meeting of Thelma Stanley and pamphlet read
the Women's Association of the Con- ing by Mrs. Anna Gay. Each one at' Mrs. Lillian Copping and her greugtional church at the parsonage etnding is requested to give a cur
..Grandson Cecil. Jr, were guests of Wednesday afterncon at 3 o'clock. rent event on China.
Mrs. Eleanor Schorer of the New- Atl women of the parish are asked
Mrs. David Rubenstein and daugh-I
York World staff at the annual Kid- to be there.
tor Jessie have returned from three
‘tlie Show which that great Journal
THE THEATRE AROUND
Frank C. Fowles of Framingham. weeks’ stay in Boston, Kail River, i
.presents as a Christmas gift to the
needy children who comprise its so Mass., is in the City, called by the New Bedford and Dorchester, where!
THE CORNER
called Kiddie Club. The show’ Is serious illness of his father, who re they have been visiting relatives and i
friends.
given entirely by professional ehild- sides in Warren.
Anniversary Month
.ren. among whom are movie actors,
The . Business and Professional
Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R.. met
■violinists, 'cellists, reciters, singers
—With—
and dancers none of whom have yet with Mrs. Lester Sherman.* Beech Women’s Club meet in their rooms
reached their teens. The Al. Jolson street Monday afternoon. Owing to Wednesday evening for a buffet lunch
Bigger and Better
Theatre was the scene of the per the fact that so much time was taken ad 6.30. following which will come
formance, which exceeded a period up with the business of the Chapter, un important business meeting.
Pictures
'of 214 hours. The Strand orchestra the paiier for .the afternoon was de
The B. & P. W. Club scored a
’played throughout, ami the music ferred. Plans were perfected for the
distinct
success
when
it
introduced
• was al! arranged by Cecil Copping Chapter's annual auction party which
will lie held at the Copper Kettle to Rockland audiences the character
Last Time Today
Wednesday. Jnn. 21. The committee Interpreter Zellttcr. The entertain
There will be a circle supper at the on refreshments comprises Mrs. Hes ment was one of the best of the
•Universalist church Wednesday. Tho ter Chase. Mrs. Mabel Sherman and series which the club has presented
“THE SIXTH
.’housekeepers are Mrs. Marion Mun Mrs Ella Buffum. and the eomrfMM.ee this winter for the benefit of the
[sey, Miss Doris Black, Mrs. Katherine on prizes is Mrs. Ruth MacBeath. High School. It was an entertain
Berry, Miss Shirley (Hidden. Miss
COMMANDMENT”
ment of such calibre as is seldom
| Polly Crw'.ett. Mrs. Earl Smith. Mrs. Mrs. Ethel Hayden. Miss Kitty Co fopnd in lyceum courses of this type
burn and Mrs. Julia Burpee. Mrs.
—With—
4 fternke / Staples,
Miss
Dorothy Lucie Walsh will have charge of-tick Zellner's interpretations of various
jRlethen. Airs. Hazel Rhodes, Mrs. ets. There wiill be reservations for fumous characters made evident the
jKathlee/i O’Hara. Miss Adelaide mah Jong. Many places are already result of years of intensive study and
WM. FAVERSHAM
•Cross. Miss Charlotte Cross. '.Mrs. spoken for and the- Chapter expects remarkable skill both in portraying
'Mabel Strong. Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee to raise a goodly sum to meet the the characters and in the almost un
and Mrs. Jessie Mitchell. Supper will demands upon them for their various believable rapidity with which he
Also Chapter Three
, be served at the usual time—6.30
charities. Refreshments were served changed from character to character.
by Mrs. Sherman, and Miss Coburn,
“Ten Scars Make a Man”.
i. The Missionary Barrel committee who were assistant hostess. It would
There was a meeting of the Rubin- j
i of the Universalist Mission Circle be more proper to say that "supper” stein Club Friday at the Congrega
[requests that all contributions be sent was served. Another delightful event tional church. A hoart! meeting at
Wednesday-Thursday
Ito the church Wednesday afternoon. is added to Lady Knox calendar for the conclusion of the program fol
[All who have not been solicited are the year. Will anyone who has an lowed. Antong other things, the by
[asked to contribute something for the mid family Bible with records of fam law pertaining to absences (found
ily please notify Mrs. Hester Chase, on cover page of program) was con
I barrel.
Talbot avenue.
sidered and it was suggested that ail
—In—
members give due consideration to its
The New Year's Eve ball given in
THE STREAM
importance. 'JTie duet plgyed by the
J Temple hall by the young ladies of
Misses Evelyn and Frances McDou
I Abe Harmony Club has proved to be I've seen the river streaming down
Through all the crossroads of the town.
gall. guests of the club, was greatly
more successful event financially
appreciated. The program:
Itlian at first realized, and although
—With—
I’ve seen the hills aiyl dales that seem
Paper—"Denmark.'' .
lihe expenses were heavy, the Club
Not half so pretty as the stream.
Mrs. Fidler (read by Miss Riigglesl
rill receive an amount that will tie
Soprano—“Panish Love Song." 1758 Heiberg
O How I wish I owned a stream
jfll-ient to meet the piasenl season’s
Miss Ha.vdeu
So I could paddle as I dream.
Plano—Barcarolle.
fade
By Elizabeth Walker
Isbts.
The following <ommitte
Miss
A breezy story of life “Behind
ere In charge of the affair: Gener[The budding S|drit of the poetess Plano—Elevation. Calderwooil
Olto Plnerslieini
chairman. Kathleen O'Hara; mu- in evinced in the above rhyme, com
Reverie,
Carrie Jacobs-Bond
the Scenes,” proving that you
Miss Knowlton
Madeline Lau ren, e: publicity. posed by the 7-year-bid daughter of
”
Behrend
-l'trude SSville; decorating. Anna- Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker, a Third Soprano—"Daddy.
:an’t always tell about a chorus
Mrs. Browne
lie Bay. assisted by Lucy Fuller Grade pupil in Miss Ida Carey's llano Poet-One of Three Dances, German
The
Misses
McDougall
girl.
id Kathleen Marstlin.
The re- room at the McLain Building.—Ed.]
Soprano—Mother Calling.
Hall
isbments were in charge of Pat
Miss Boiler
anagan assisted iby Lucy Fuller,
The Knickerbocker Class will give Piano—Northern Festival.
Torjhussen
Miss Saville
[it Blethen, Margaret Harrington, a public supper in the Universalist
COMEDY
NEWS
Orgon— Vision,
Reinherger
?fh Hagar(itnd Beulah Rokes.
vestry Tuesday, Jan. 13.
It
Miss Hayden
'

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PARK THEATRE
The final showings of the James
Cruze-Paramount production, "The
Garden of Weeds.” starring Betty
Compson today. There's a great
- ast of featured players appearing
in support.
No Hatold Lloyd picture would be
complete without a thrill of one na
ture or another. And "Hot Water."
which will be shown Wednesday
<rd Thursday
is
no
exception
to this rule. Although a story ot
uomestic life, "Hot Water” contains
several incidents destined to send a
dull through the most Idasc audi
ence. r.s well ag^to arouse the loudest
laughs la ai d in a theatre since the
de-splitting chase episodes in ‘'Girl
Shy."
In one sequence of the picture,
Lloyd takes his wife and her family
out for a ride in his now Butterfly
Six, and whit happens to that machine is a caution to behold. Every
thing that possibly could happen to
it did and then some I
This episode is only one ot the
three ldg laughing factions into
which "Hot Water” is divided.

EMPIRE

HELEN CHADWICK

“TROUPEING

WITH ELLEN”

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
There is just enough plot in the new
Lloyd opus to hold the incidents tothat is just what Lloyd and his staff
gethcr in one trend of thought, but
set out to do. "Hot Water” is one
continuous string of "gags.” with the
imagination being heavily drawn
upon for their originality.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Today will be the final showing ot
- The Sixth Commandment” featuring
William Faversham. together with
•‘Tern Scars Make a Man," chapter
three.
Ilf you want an evening of real en
tertainment, put on your hat and hie
yourself to the Empire whefe they're
playing "Trouping wi'th*E)len,” Wedesday and Thursday.
The picture
made from Earl Derr Biggers' de
lightful story of the same name which
appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post, has all the ingredients of a good
picture-drama, a compelling love
story and plenty of fun interspersed
It's u etcry of the ehoruw girl off
stage—a story that lifts the curtain
and reveals her life-, far different
from that audiences to her songs and
dances irriagine lit to be.—adv.

RAND Theatre
TODAY
The Tom Terriss production of

“THE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

APARKJi
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

BIGGER AND BETTER PICTURES

BETTY COMPSON

LAST TIME

TODAY ) “THE GARDEN OF WEEDS”
’ LATEST COMCDY

NEVZS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
You’ll Laugh Your Head Off at

T HAROLD

Lloyd
in

BANDOLERS”

A brave lusty story of love
in old Spain, superbly acini
by a cast that includes Pedro
dc Cordoba anil Renee Adorec

Cunero, the greatest bull
fighter In the world, leaping
on horseback over the charg
ing bulls, flirting recklessly
with death.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

MARION DAVIES
-IN—

U

JANICE MEREDITH
Acclaimed by critics as the Supreme Photoplay.
Her Continental lover was*
trapped by her Tory father.
And Jack Brereton blamed It
on the girl In whom he had
placed his trust. Facing death
as a spy—£ee Marion Davies
in “Janice Meredith.”
*

Selling himself into bondage
in the colonics after becoming
bankrupt *in England, Jack
Brereton looked into the eyes
of the^girl whose father was
ibiddrog for his service. That
look kindled a flame.

Lord Howe, commanding the
English troops at Philadelphia,
was making the town life of
the Tories a thing of delicious
comfort and social brilliancy,
while death and starvation
Stalkecf among the troops of
Washington camped in the
snow at Valley Fprg .

As the American bombard
ment of Yorktown grew more
and more deadly. Lord Clowes
saw that surrender was in
evitable. and that meant he
would lose the girl for whose
love he was ready to sacrifice,
even his own honor.
He
bound and gagged her, and
drove off with his yictim in a
coach under the artillery fire
of two armies.

Afternoons, 25c and 35c; Eveninns, 35c and 50c. Children 25c.
Special show Saturday morning fcr school children. Under 12
years, 10c; over 12 years, 20c.
Performances at 2:00a nd 7:30 P. M.

ACyclonic Comedy of NewlyWs.'s and Meddling
Relatives
For the First Time of Your L S—See This
Riotously Funny Pictur;
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

COMING ATTRACTIONS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
TOM MIX in “OH YOU TONY’
COMING
“LOCKED DOORS," ALL STAR C 'T
COMING
“PETER PAN,” with BETTY BRONSJ.'J

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

I

Every-Other-Day
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M£«*ry Acfar*

KENNEBEC BRIDGE

1

TsUse Story” .

MOTHER!

THE RED JACKET

Telephone

(Continued from Page One)
Maine Central Would Pay,
w
of Captain Samuel teecd in 69 days,'
and as she received very quick des
Good Rental—Bridge Ob- j
patch, being in port only 12 days,
and made the passage to Liverpool
jections Answered.
3 days, the voyage round the
glebe, including detention in port,
The Maine Central Uailr a l is will- j
was made in live months and four
ing to use a bridge across tlv Kenne
ays. On the homeward passage, ;
bec if one be built and the manage "California Fig Syrup” is
bringing home 45,000 ounces of gold, CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
ment believes it can use it eco
she beat the celebrated Guiding Star
nomically.
V
Dependable Laxative for
nine days, though she lost con
“
The
position
cf
the
Maine
Central
I
J
c I
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
siderable time through being among
Railroad.” said President McDonald,
the bergs and Held ice off Cape
Sick Children
“is and has been, in relation t > the
caii ir
Call 837-M
Horn. Upon her arrival at Liver
matter of bridging the Kennel*v. that
THURSTON OIL CO.
pool the Red Jucket was sold to
SEA VIEW GARAGE
if it is finally decided tn build a
llkington & Wilson, cf that port,
bridge and the road can economically
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts and
then agents of the White Star Line,
use
it
it
will
be
very
glad
to
do,
so
OES your back ache with a dull, unceasing throb;
Oils for All'Purpoaaa
Sarviea
Station.
Auto
Acfor
30,000
pounds,
and
continued
ln
and discontinue the use of the ferry.”
sharp pains torture you at every step? Are you
the Australian trade for several
casaories.
There has been widely ciiculated
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
lame and stiff; tired and nervous — utterly dis
ears, becoming one of the most fa
See and compare the finest
reports, which has not been denied in
689 Main St., Rockland
1 Corner Park and Broad Sta.
mous of the American-built clippers.
couraged ?
behalf cf the railroad, that Senat< r
The competition of the Black Ball
Sets
Carlton has been tcld hy ihe road's
Too often this condition is due to weak kidneys.
and White Star lines proved of gieat
GARAGE
management that while the Maine
LAUNDRY WORK
Winter's colds and chills weaken the kidneys and slow
benefit to both cabin and steerage
Radiola
Central is not building a bridge and
up t'ncir work of keeping the blood-stream pure. Then
passengers, as their comfort and
Call 124
Call 170
is not asking the State or anybody
come constant backache, rheumatic pains, headaches,
conveniences became subjects
else to build a bridge, if the bridge
Zenith
People
’
s
Laundry
Dyer
’
s
Garage, Inc.
consideration in a manner unthought
dizziness and annoying kidney irregularities.
is eventually built at Bath there is
17 Limerock Street
f in the old days before the disno
question
but
the
railroad
will
use
REPAIRING,
STORAGE
Don’t risk 3erious kidney sicknesa. Get Doan’s Pills
Atwater Kent
Wa do all kinds of Laundry
overy of gold at Bendigo and Balla
it and will capitalize the present
AND SUPPLIES
lodk’.y. Doan’s have helped thousands. They should
Work.
Family
Washing
a
rat.
ferrying cost at that point of $73,000
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Agent for
%
Freed Eisman
The James Baines measured:
help you. Ask gour neighbor I
to $100,000 yearly to meet annual
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
length 266 feet, breadth 46 feet 8
DODGE BROS. CARS
rental charges.
' Shirts, Collars.
inches, depth 31 feet, with 18 inches
Crosley
Here is Rockland Proof:
As to the proposition of Richmond
dead-rise at half floor Her main
that the Kennebec be bridged at that
>f P’lvcr. Iloek’and St., waya: "I fe’l from a hay mow and
yard was 100 feet in length, and a
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
point, which according to railroad
Marwol
s r> I on nv ba -k.
It affecte i my kidneys and caused my back
single suit of sails contained 13,000
people, would entail building eight
to ; h? ter"ib’v.
Fvory" move I made w-nt twinges through my
running yards of canvas, 18 Inches
Telephone Connection
miles of new trackage, the>e has been
Telephone 205
International
back
Mv kidneys didn't net renCarly. either
I pot throe boxes
wide. Originally she carried a main
no suggestion that the Maine Cen
of Pi, tn\ I'i’ls and used them. They rid me entirely of th*
skysull only, moonsail, skysail atudGilchrest
HORSE SHOES
tral has made any statement indicat
troub’e.'*
Hurry Mother!
Even a fretful, dingsails, and so far as known she
ing a willingness to use a bridge at
Regular and Drivs Calk
Monumental
Works
us tell you about our
feverish, bilious or constipated child was the only clipper ship rigged. There
that todnt.
HORSE NAILS
•«*•
loves the pleasant taste of “California was only a very slight difference
Main Street
Radio Service
Fig Syrup” and it never fails to between the lines of the Champion
A strbng editorial bearing on th.
Thomaston, Maine
H. H. Crie & Co.
* • • •
Richmond and Winslow's Lucks lo sweeten the stomach and open the of the Seas and those of the James
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
bowels.
A
teaspoonful
today
may
pre

Baines,
the
latter
ship
having
a
456 Main Street, Rockland
cations, appeared in Saturday’s Lew
vent a sick child tomorrow. It doesn’t somewhat more raking stem which
iston Journal. It follows:
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
eramp
or
overact.
Contains
no
nar

brought
her
lines
out
forward
a
lit

In cur (pinion, it is idle to talk
cotics or soothing drugs.
tle longer and sharper above the
about a bridge ove£ the Kennebec
Foilet-Milbura Co., Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo, N. Y.
At all dealers, 60c a box.
ROCKLAND, M2.
Ask your druggist for genuine “Cali water-line. Her 'bow was ornament
in any other location than where it
fornia
Fig
Syrup
”
which
has
directions
ed with a finely executed bust of her
is to be of the highest possible use
for babies and’ children of all ages namesake, which was carved in
and service.
printed
on
bottle.
Mother!
You
must
England and was said to be an ex
The through route of the ILghway
WE BUY
say “California” or you may get An cellent likeness. Across her stern
WALDOBORO
NORTH WARREN
is at Hath where the present ferry
imitation
tig
syrup.
,
Hflfdy/aase
cn (fie
*
she Carried a carved medallion of
runs its slips for aiitonubiles. It is
the globe, supported by the arms of
G -ni 'N Hi L.'<»n who has been livIMrs. Alice Flint han been spending now interrupted by a riser and a
Great Britain and the United States.
j ing in Mas u bus.-its the past year, ‘.he week in Gardiner.
bridge should l>e there, no matter
i is -rayire with his family at Mrs. D.
■Mias Ellen Smith returned to her where other bridges may be built. trains through streets would be She was commanded by Capt. Mc
Where
1. Posts.
The State is cut in two. Trallic i large or else the tracks would have Donnell. late of the Marco Polo, who
studies at Colby Coliege Monday.
si
a'lEl}
iNelnon A. Bund has returned to impeded: business is suspended. We to cross above Bath and rut out the sailed from Liverpool tor Boston:
Mr. ; nd Mis. F. O. Jaxemn spent
the trade
1
*‘ 1
ought to have a bridge. It may cost town with a short jerk-train to be scon aftfr his return from Mel
Chiisinas with Mr. a id Mrs. Wi'.lj New York.
run back and forth from Bath for bourne.
M ■ dy on the M id.lie road. •
The Star Club will meet with Mrs. three million dollars. We built the through trains. And the State of
The James Baines sailed from Bos
; . Waller 1* w< s and friend of T’.iam- S. II. Weston Wednesday attention. million dollar road from Lewiston t • Maine would have to keep the ferry ton. Sept 12. 1854, and made the run j
APPLES
AND DEER SKINS
Capt. and Mis. Jonathan Matthews Portland and said nothing.
a.- ti a ,» t Christmas with Jo? H bopen at Bath just the same—because from Boston Light to the Rock Light,
The
bridge
at
Bath
is
a
common
bi’is and celebtatvd by going gun- and Mrs. Lena Heron have eluted
If convenient br;nq 'em in. trade
it is State highway.
Liverpool, in th» record time of 12
finds
face tu face and get >our money on
their home here and gone to Massa- sort cf a bridge jab, and presents no
nii g.
Richmond has laudable ambitions days 6 hours An English correspon
unusual features. A g .cd deal has
the 8po,; or ship your accumula
husetts
for
the
'whiter.
i
M
•.
ar.d
M.s.
I.
S.
Cumniirgs
of
tion.
All shipmen s cf furs held
been s..id about the he ght to which for a bridge and it has a right to dent of ohe of the Boston patpers re
Av.hr n sj^ent the Chrifftmur week at
aside for seven days.
Satisfac
Clyde Benr.er has returned to Wor- piers will have to he run down int • them. But it is not likely that the marked: “You wish to know what
tory Prices guaranteed or furs re
the lumc of his nwdhe.-, M s. Josie e.-ter. Mass.
the river.
They were run down at M ine C nt tai Railrcad would take professional men say about the ship
turned.
We pay cartage expenses
1 Cummings and sister. Mi-x Charles
both ways.
13fi-Tu-Sat-9w
The I’aragtm Button Factory has Portsmouth and Kittery; built on on a ten mile extra haul and build James Baines. Her unrivalled pas
V. k.
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
been closed ter a week on ae. ount of sloping projections under water; tied rails anil take over th? expense of sage, cf course brought her promi
!
Hairy Mark rpe: t the holidays
nnoal stock taking.
into ledges and we are informed this survey and approaches when it nently before the public and she has
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
c uld cross b?tter at Bath. Railr ads already been visited by many of the
Rear 456 Main Street.
Rt»sk»< nj with I.is grandp irer.ts, Mr. a; d Mrs.
Mitij Ce'.'.a Eugiey was in Gardiner that the piers at Bath will not vary
j C. F. Partridge.
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
mere than 20 feet in h'ghost p dnts are cutting out tracks not adding to most eminent mechanics ln the
for
the
weekend.
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Mank enterthem. We do not believe that the
Best Prices
Quick Returns
Miss Jennie Matterson is the guest from those rf P< rtsmouth. And the Maine Central would be interested in country. She Is so strongly built, so
taineJ the following guests over
tide is far stronger and more diffi
finely finished, and is of so beauti
j Christmas Mr. and Mrs. 1. St t’um- of Miss Annie O. Welt.
the
Richmond
proposition.
So
far
as
cult at Portsmouth. There is n thing
ful a model, that even envy canno'
The 'illustrated lecture on •'The
mi’ g.’ of Auburn, Mrs. Lula William
in the suggestion of trouble in con Lewiston ir c -ncerned, it would re prompt a fault against her. On all
son and Mr. and Mis. Herbert Hawes North American Indian" given at struction. Bridge buildlers smile at quire either a connection to Rich
hands she has oeen praised as the
of Union. In the evening there was the Baptist church Sunday evening the suggestion. They have thorough mond (r a very long haul on all
most perfect salting ship that cor
a tre? whi h was loaded with gifts. was interesting and instructive. ly investigated and -will go under transportation between the Andros entered the river Mersey.”
HEADQUARTERS
Special mui ic was furnished by the
No one was forgotten.
coggin
valley
and
Rockland.
Lewis

bond at any time to build it. Tlie
The Red Jacket ended her days in
Mrs. Josie Cummings hrs l>een con choir.
Haynes DX
costs have been figured. It is all ton-Rockland passengers would not the Quebec lumber trade. The James
Miss Winifred Knowies has refined to her home with a bad cold*.
find
it
a
short
cut.
known—no secret. The bridge -build
Baines was burned at Liverpool ill
Bloopless Three Circuit
urr.ed from Boston.
So far as issues as to route, feasiMrs. Aubyr.e 1! iwesv-per.t Wednes
INC.
ers will tackle it just as they did at
1858, and her wreck was converted
Harold Benner of Boston has been
bil.ty
of
the
bridge,
questions
of
its
day with he- parents.
Portsmouth. It is not so difficult an
into
the
old
landing
stage
for
Atlan

Superdyne
necessity, this is the way to look a
20 No. Side
BOSTON
Llewellyn Mank entertained his the guest of his mother. Mrs. E. Ii. undertaking, os was that.
tic steamship passengers few < f
Browning-Drake
nie.-es fr>«m Portland over the week Benner.
Talk is made about Winslow's it. The question of financing it is whom probably realized that ihey
Faneuil
Hall
Market
MASS.
Miss Frances Castner of Boston
and
end.
Rocks. It is absurd in our opinion another matter. It will Jpay a good were walking over the remains of
T-96-tf
•George Graeie of Massachusetts is has .been a guest at Anthony Cast- to waste money on this proposition. return on its cost. At three millions one of the grandest ships that e\er
Audio and Radio
visiting his folks and brought them a ner’s.
The river is wider at that point. It cost it will return 4 per cent on the sailed the sea;
hirley Gross of Vinalhaven has is also deeper; it is full of the in- st money. Roads do not do this as
radio.
Amplifiers
Mr. and M o. Sidney Mhnk are vis been visiting at Mrs. Cora Nash’s.
dangerous currents. There is no: a rule. They pay nbthing. And this
BUILT TO ORDER
F. H. Littlefield of Boothbay Har river' captain on the Kennebec who Ts a part of th° highway.
iting their daughter. Mrs. Per’.ey
TROUBLE SHOOTING
Whitehouse in North Waldoboro a bor wao in town last week.
would not object to a draw-bridge
REPAIRS
Aider Stover has been visiting there and those terrific currents
few weeks.
EAST WALDOBORO
ALTERATIONS
friends
in
Friendship.
Master I^lewellyn Mank visited his
from the “reach" a short distance
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
Dominic Fossa was in Boston last above: and shoals and dangers of
friend 1> naid Mank Christmas night
Edwin Mank. T^a Forest Mank and
Broadcast Reception
week.
to attend the Christmas tree.
the eddies and the currents. We be
Miss Doris Moody of Gardiner hns lieve that all of them would protest. son Edwin were Christmas guests at
Coils Wound To Order
Mis4 Charlotte Starrett who is
Hi’*am 'dank’s.
Parts and Accessories
tea. hing in Connecticut spent Christ been the guild of her parents. Mr. Some of them have signed protests.
Charier Cora n't of Montana is vis
mas with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. A. I. Moody.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
And what is gained? They g (in one
si<‘. r. Mrs. Thomas Blrtok
Picture fans at the Star Theatre or two pier foundations on the itirg
I. E. Starrett.
ATTENTION
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mank. Mrs. By
Miss Ruth Moody who taught the Saturday night said that “Her Love “Rocks” hut they have to add piers
PH asar.Cville school last term will Story” was Gloria Swanson’s very on account of the greater width; the ron Whittskct and two children were
best picture.
It was an appealing cost of approaching through ihe < ity guests at Gardner Winslow’s, War
teach in East Union.
story and showed Miss Swans.-n in would be great; the inconvenient of ren. New Year’s.
RADIO SERVICE STATION
Capt. Charles Coffin of Aina is at
the whole range of emotions from
(Over Express Office)
Miss Myrtle Hewson of Chicago
Recognizing the demand for a truly com
his son Clarence’s.
that of shy, modest girlhood to that
Postoffice Box 359
identified James Lerber as the mask
M*. s Rena Wiley called cn Mrs. M
of outraged, anguished motherhood.
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE
fortable and economical car of the coach
ed man who held 'her up, by pointing
A. Bowers Friday.
Ian Keith was an ideal leading man
to his deformed feet.
and George Fawcett was fine in the
Rev. Mi*. Patterson held his Tues
type, Dodge Brothers have provided it
Everybody is—when
role of the irate father. Tonight
day evening service at Thoma
stomach
and
liver
are
comes Pola Neg.-i in the lavishly
Black’s recently.
Last week the
The new Coach reveals a characteristic
out of order.
splendid production of “’Forbidden
meeting was at John Flander’s.
Paradise.”
Negri's genius flames to
Dyspepsia, indigestion, bilious goodly nuirJber were present each
maturity of design—in the low-swung
the full in this sensational drama of
ness, constipation and laziness time.
lines of the body, in the arrangement of
royalty's loves.
Not since “Pas
quickly removed with
Hiram Mank and Mr. and Mrs,
sion" has she 'been given such a
Gardner Mank were New Year
the
interior for five-passenger comfort,
great role.
Adolphe Menjou is at
guevtsat Edwin Mark’s.
his best as the wily' prime minister
Charles M. Brown and fa.mily of
and
in
the exceptional dimensions of the
%
to the Czaring.
Rod La Roque Take two tonight and you will fuel Ro.-kland have moved into the Trow
doors and windows.
'
will appear aa Alexei, the young offi good tomorrow. 50 for 25 cents.
bridge house.
cer wh i be-omes the favorite of the
Sold cviryulhen
Mrs. Finest Burns and daughter
temperamental queen.
Myrtle we e recent guests of Mrs.
The car is lacquer finished in Dodge Brothers
Percy Miller.
blue with a body stripe of cartouche yellow.
The Social Club met with Mrs. C
UNION
L. French Dee. IS with eight mem
Fittings and fixtures are first quality
bed’s and five visitors present.
Pro
Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham
grim—quotations: readings.
Mrs.
throughout, and balloon tires are standard
entertained a large farmlly gntherWaltz and Mrs. Durgin; piano solos
ng Christmas Day.
Mrs. Martin and Mrs. French.
Re
equipment
Mist Florence Packard, who has
freshments were served. Jan. 1 the
•
bien visiting Miss Crowell, has re
Club met with Mrs. J. A. Rines with
We
have
added
to
our
service
So
far
as
riding
comfort
and
dependability
turned to her home in Peabody.
ten memfoeis and eight vistors pre«
equipment a complete
Mass.
ent.
Program—quotations; story
are concerned, it is only necessary to add
'Mrs. Ethel Griffin visited relatives
BATTERY STORAGE AND
Mrs. Studley readings, Mrs. Bowers
in Appleton last week.
that the Coach is built on Dodge Brothers
and Mr«. Coffin; victrola music and
REPAIRING OUTFIT
Seven Tree Grange will install of
peanut hunt, prize to Mrs. Studley
sturdy chassis and cushioned by Dodge
Where we can take care of your
ficers Jan. 14, the members will in
Ex hange of gifts in the New Year'
battery needs.
vite friends.
is available on either of two
basket was an interesting featur*
Brothers underslung springs.
I. O. O. F. officers will hold a pub
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
Refreshments were served.
Next
lic
instillation
Jar.
17.
D.
D.
G.
meeting Jan. 13 with Mrs. Ivan Scott
fine Buick chassis. The qual
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
M.. Ansel Hilt of AVarrcn will be the
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
installing offl.tr.
DYER’S
GARAGE
THE APPLE MARKET
ity is identical in both Master
PARTS
Mil s M .'bel Ayer who has been
home for the holidays, returned to
2y adding this equipment to our
Kingman & Hearty Foresee Strong
her studies tt the N. E. Conservatory
Coach and Standard Coach.
service station we have the most
Market With Steady Prices
Rockland Dealers
Boston.
complete and up-to-date service
January.
Mrs. Nuncy Ayer had the misf rtstation this side of Boston.
Both bodies are by Fisher.
une to fall on her floor the past week
We do everything
Boston. Dec. 30, 1924.
and received a bad shaking up.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
but paint your car
The only difference is in
Thursday night's picture program
Receipts still continue moderate
it TlNt’n hall will be Thomas Meigand the market holds steady with a
han in a George Ade story—you
little advance in price, all around.
wheelbase and price. /
i
know what that means! A crack\Ye have sold some Baldwins today
erjack role for the star; a barrel of
above outside (quotations, but tjjey
ln addition to Buick's two Coach models, there are
teal iaug'hs; a bag of surprises; a
have to be extra size and color to
twenty-three other Buick styles to choose from.
picture without a flaw and a Com
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
bring it.
edy “My Wandering Boy."
The general price on unclassified is
ROCKLAND
The Master Six Coach
The Standard Six Coach
Tlie many friends of Hezckiah
13 to 13.50; hut some extra good lots
Hemenway, beter known as “Ki.”
are selling up to $3.75 to 14.
will be glad to know that he is able
| We look for a strong market
to he out again.
For several weeks
through January with steady prices.
Prices f. o. b. Buick factories; government tax to be added
he lias been cuntinci to his home as
We are omitting quotation on Mac
the result cf an accident.
Al
intosh us there is practically noth
Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase Plan, which pro
though ho has suffered much pain
ing coming, except from cold stor
vides for Deferred Payments.
he feels there is no great loss with
age.
(F-15-2J-A)
out same gain for he has learned that
Barrels
Boxes
he has many kind friends in this
Baldwins, No 1 .. 3
to 3 no l on to l 73
community.
Many glifts of cards,
Baldwins. Vnchissiflcd 2 73 to 4 00
73 to 1 23
fruit and flowers have been received
To whiten your clothes try a bottle
Nodbtads ................
2 00 to 3 30
Odd Varieties ........... 2 00 to 3 30
73 to 1 25
by him bringing with them not onJy
—guaranted to give a purer white.
Tolman Sweets .... 3 00 to 3 00
brightness and cheer hut also an
Will not injure clothes or hands.
n
(fremings ................... 2 30 to 4 30
isumn-ee that he was not forgotten
Spvs .......................... 2 00 to 4 30
For Sale By
Kings ........................ 3 00 to 4 30
by the people of his own home town
•
57 PARK STREET
Hobs ........................... 2 30 to 3 00
Several organizations in town re
Sharks ......................... 2 30 io 3 30
membered him; also J. D. Thurston
Hen Davis ................. 2 00 to 3 00
Kingman & Hearty. Inc.
of South Union and to all he is sin
ROCKLAND
When better antotnobilcJ are built, Buick v.iit build them
142-tf
“The House Built on the Apple.”
cerely grateful.
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D

Doan’s Pills

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
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RADIO SERVICE

A New Coach

R. W. TYLER

Chamberlain’s Tablets

TheCGACH
as Buick builds it

FORD OWNERS
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KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

$14<?5

$1295

POLAR BLEACH
WATER
PURE WHITE

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
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